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A STUDY OP SOCIAL AMD ECONOMIC FACTORS OPERATIN& IN MCIEKT E&YPT 
FROM THE DEATH OF BAMESSES I I I TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE XXVTH DmSTY. 
INTRODUCTION 
The need for a collation ef the mass of published material eonoeming 
the structure of Egyptian social and eeonomio organization might at f i r s t 
sight appear somewhat questionable. There are excellent works which deal 
very satisfactorily with pairtioular sectors of the social structure and 
administration of ancient Egypt at periods near to or including that under 
stufly. Indeed their treatment of these particular aspects of the wider 
subject i s far more thorough than anything which can be attempted here. 
However, thou|^ no doubt scholars who have worked on the px>oblems posed by 
ancient Egypt at this period have their ideas f u l l y evolved regarding the 
salient oharaeteristics of and changes undergone by Egyptian society, the 
present writer believes that there i s a clear case for attempting to treat 
the subject as a whole i n a single written work. 
Only i n this way can such important sectors of the Egyptian social 
structure as the priesthood, which have been well treated i n isolation i n 
other works, be seen i n their proper context as parts of the whole of 
Egyptian society and against the background of a changing economic structure. 
Only this kind of investigation can make f u l l y i n t e l l i g i b l e the rise and 
f a l l i n importance of certain families and sections of the priestly classes. 
Their prosperity and rights as priests depended int r i n s i c a l l y on the degree 
of contact which they maintained with men of influence i n other fields of 
administration, and on their own more secular interests, Kees i n his 
* KP (see Bibliography) 
b r i l l i a n t work on the pj?iesth©od f u l l y appreciated t h i s , but the specifio 
limitations imposed upon him by the detailed character of his investigation 
^ t o that limited topic prevented him from pursuing this side of the subject 
vezy far though he repeatedly brings out the very strong tendency, p a r t i -
cularly manifested i n the Late Pezlod, for holders of important priesthoods 
to hold these merely for their emolument, while their main activities were 
militant and p o l i t i c a l , 
• 
Meyer i n his analysis of the character of the so-called divine state 
of Thebes treated the subject on a much wider plans, but at that time the 
economic data which would have enabled him to describe more closely the 
eeonomio basis of the Theban religious oligareb^ were lacking or not 
appreciated at their true value. I t i s really only the publication of 
P. Irilbour which has given us sufficient data to describe i n detail the real 
character of Egyptian land management prior to the Hellenistic period. As 
can be seen from the work of M l l ^ Preaux and of B^stovtzeff, the general 
impression was that before Ptoleoy I I the economy was largely uncontwUed, 
and Egyptologists such as Breasted had no idea of the elaboration of the 
system i n which the great estates of the temples were integrated. Since 
* QMS (see Bibliography) 
•¥ W (see Bibliography) i s the abbreviation henceforth used to describe 
this work of Sir Alan Gardiner, not the Papyrus i t s e l f , 
/S (see Bibliography): see for instance page 80 for an expression of the 
view that the "monopolistic" system of the Ptolemies was of recent 
origin, 
M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Eoonomie History of the Hellenistic World, 
Oxford, 19W., (see particularly Volume l ) 
-ni-
ne ooiapendious work has been written since P, Wilbour and the other intportant 
economic documentation became available, there seems to be a definite gap 
which should be f i l l e d i n Egyptological literature, and the writer hopes 
that the present short study w i l l do something to bridge i t . The main 
work of Helek deals with particular aspects of ,the administration but i t 
does not entirely cover the i^ele envisaged for this work, and finishes at 
the end of the XXth I^ynasty, 
Thou|^ the earlier Egyptologists were unwilling to recognize the 
detailed and pervasive control exercised by the machinery of state over the 
operation of the eoonosiy, particularly i n the great periods of national 
vigour and expansionism, the publication ef W by Gardiner has made i t 
necessary to devote proper attention to this aspect of Egyptian c i v i l i z a t i o n , 
and to recognize that^althou^ Egypt i n the Pharaonic period was s t i l l 
pz*imarily an agricultural country, i t had evolved an extremely elaborate and 
durable form of social organization based on a centralised bureaucracy 
functioning az>ound the "superhuman" figure of the divine king. This regime 
was always nominally dependent on the w i l l and i n i t i a t i v e of the Pharaoh 
himself, and the reader w i l l soon see that thiroughout this treatise the view 
i s ccmsistently stressed that because the econonQr and very s t a b i l i t y of the 
state depended to a considerable degree on the a b i l i t y of the ruler and the 
control that he exercised over his people, the great ages of Egyptian pros-
perity and influence could only occur i n conjunction with periods during which 
a l l the resources and reserves of Egypt were concentrated under the control 
of the central administiration of the country. 
* Wolfgang Helck, VMNR (see Bibliography) 
The period under study was not of course such a time i n more than a 
very limited degree: indeed during the later part of i t i t seems certain 
that the king was l i t t l e more than primus inter pares. However, this 
detracts nothing from i t s interest for sociological and economic study. 
Until almost the very end of the period a kind of central control - thou^ 
perhaps more nominal than real - continued to function, and i t i s possible 
to reconstruct f a i r l y accurately the icelationships which obtained between 
the rather decadent kingship and the leading families. This cannot be done 
at a l l satisfactorily i n regard to the two earlier Intermediate Periods which 
also followed great ages of Egyptian power and cultuire. 
This study of the gradual but fundamental change i n the social and 
economic structure of ancient Egypt to meet the needs ef a feudal rather than 
bureaucratic state i s particularly rewarding since the mass of economic -
documentation of the later XXth Dynasty permits the almost complete vuader-
standing of the bureaucratic structure of the last phase of New Kingdom 
centralism, even as centrifugal forces became more active i n the state. I t 
i s possible to some degree to tr&ce the mechanics and stages of the subtle 
transition thereby, and to relate i t to p o l i t i c a l developments, thus con-
structing the skeleton of a proper economic histozy for this period. 
Furthermore the period under study i s sufficiently far advanced i n 
Egyptian history for i t to be possible and prudent, i n many cases where 
documentation of a s t r i c t l y contemporaneous nature i s lacking or insufficient 
i n i t s e l f , to make use of material derived from the Saite, Persian and 
* For the publication of most of this material see primarily Sir Alan 
Gardiner, RAD. 
the Ptolemaic periods to supplement and complete the picture of Egyptian 
society. Puller details w i l l be found i n the main body of the work con-
cerning the degree and circumstances i n which this has been regarded as 
legitimate. 
The i?eservationB expressed by, Mile Preaux i n the introduction to her 
work on the Ptolemaic economy, i n which she doubts the legitimacy of regarding 
economic facts only established for one area as necessarily typical f o r the 
whole of Egypt, are plainly of some cogency, but the present writer does not 
regard this line of argument as invalidating the attempt made on slender 
evidence below to reconstruct the general Egyptian economic pattern. I t 
should be noted that Mile Vviaxxx thought not so much In terns of the post-
Napoleonic state of Europe with i t s unified institutions, as of a less 
centralized state where local custom, which might differ widely from the 
national pattezn, was l i k e l y to be supreme. However, the belief that the 
Ptolemies somehow imposed a oentz^ized control on an economy which had 
hitherto enjoyed a great deal of freedom is not supported by the ancient 
Egyptian evidence collected since that time, which shows conclusively that 
at a l l times the eoonooiy was closely directed by state and local authorities. 
Though there i s some evidence tending to show that different types of holding 
may have been more common In various areas, within broad lines there can be 
no doubt that the main forms of landonnership were regulated at the national 
level. Probably then the reservations made i n "L'^conomie xxtyale" were 
somewhat excessive, and even the more scanty matezdal of earlier times nay 
be taken with confidence as giving a picture l i k e l y to have been generally 
See PER, Introduction, pp, 10-23, 
true throughout Egypt, In . this work the view w i l l be taken that the control 
over agricultural and other production exercised by the authorities meant 
that there could be l i t t l e capitalism of a private character. Most major 
projects were undertaken either at the instance of, or to some degree for 
the benefit of the king. I n this sense the state authorities were concerned 
as one of their primary objects to oversee the development of trade and 
internal prosperity. 
This conception of ancient Egyptian social organization should, however, 
be s t r i c t l y qualified. The subject being social and economic factors 
operating i n Ancient Egypt, i t w i l l be neeessaxy to lay continual emphasis 
on the material side of Egyptian c i v i l i z a t i o n , and to express evexything i n 
terms of eecmomie cause and effect. Nevertheless i t should be borne i n 
mifid that the administration of the ancient Egyptians — though their highly 
organized economy i n many ways resembled modem totalitarian state organization 
was by no means purely materialistic. None of the ancient oriental 
monarchies was i n any way a secular state, but the ancient ideas of real 
p r i o r i t i e s even i n everyday affairs were greatly conditioned by the current 
view of l i f e , and i n particular by the religious conceptions then generally 
accepted. I n a sense the whole of Egyptian c i v i l i z a t i o n was extraordinarily 
practical i n that Egyptian foresight extended not only to securing welfare 
i n this l i f e , but also to attempting to do so i n the next. However, i t 
should be recognized that the holding of concepts of utilitarianism which 
embraced the next world as well as the present, almost precluded the growth 
of a narrow irreligious materialism. 
JELL 
While i n this study the reasons for the origins and special character-
i s t i c s of the Egyptian system w i l l be scarcely touched upon, since we are i n 
no way directly concerned with Egyptian religious belief, there can be no 
doubt that the growth and survival of the Egyptian system depended on their 
religious concepts as much as on any economic factors. I n early times the 
king was regarded as a god on earth possessing the supernatural eharacter-
Isties of his equals (e.g. P. Westcar narrates the supernatural b i r t h of the 
f i r s t three kings of the Vth Hynasty), and this aura of divinity hovered 
about the person of the king for the rest of Egyptian history u n t i l the 
coming of Christianity, Undoubtedly i t was largely this belief i n the 
character of the king as one set apart from his fellow men which led to the 
replacement of the primitive t r i b a l kingship by the absolutism of the fourth 
dlynasty, and thus to the growth of an all-powerful bureaucrat^y^. As a are suit 
of this almost a l l land-owning rights passed into the hands of the king and 
his immediate entourage. The enduring power of kingship was guaranteed 
as much by religious belief as by i t s economic su i t a b i l i t y . 
While the survival of the great estates of the temples throughout 
Egyptian history owed much to their usefulness as a method of administering 
land, there can be no doubt that the reason that large areas of land were 
transferred from the royal estate to those of temples was frequently some-
thing much more than because this was an escpedient way of buying the loyalty 
* P. Westcar 9,25 - 11.19 
- ^ r a -
le + of the priesthood. Ho one who has read P. Harris I or the Abydos Stela 
of Ramesses IV can doubt the genuineness of the religious feelings of at 
least certain kings though their motives may not have been very high by 
modem standard, i n that they aimed for their oim prosperity. There can 
be no doubt that the reason for giving endowments to the temples was i n 
many cases sintply to secure the perpetuation of the r i t e s of the gods, since 
this was for the general good. As a result of this outlook on l i f e many 
of the architectural works of the kings were undertaken for reasons that 
would not to-day be regarded as u t i l i t a z l a n , though i n the context of the 
Egyptian view of l i f e temples and pyramids were of the f i r s t impo'rtance. 
The truth would then seem to be that while the ancient Egyptian state, 
l i k e conten^oraxy organizations i n Mesopotamia, Hatti and Achaea had as one 
of i t s major functions the channelling of labouir and s k i l l and the providing 
of resources to accomplish engineering, architectural and military feats, 
nevertheless the idea of the state as a secular organization working for 
purely materialistic ends was not current. To this extent i t i s misleading 
to compare ancient economic p r i o r i t i e s and aspirations with modem. 
* Text published i n transcription i n Biblio, Aegypt. 5. Brussels, 1933, 
Facsimile published by S. Birch for BM i n I876, 
+ E. de Rouge, Inscriptions hilroglyphiques p. I56 f f . Also BAfi IV 
p. 227-9, 
/ See Gordon Childe, What Happened, i n History, page IO4, for a f u l l 
exposition of the Egyptian outlook on l i f e , and on such subjects as 
the importance of the pyramid. 
(1) 
SECTION 1 
Efflpt i n the International Scene 
From the point of view of modem economics i t may seem rather strange, 
though by no means unexampled, to start a review of the ancient Egyptian 
economic and social structure by considering the position of the cotmtxy i n 
the inteznational sphere. I t may, therefore, not be out of place to commence 
with some jus t i f i c a t i o n of this procedux<e, A primary reason for following 
this line i s to stress what cannot be too strongly emphasized, but i s 
frequently almost ignored, i n relation to the ancient economies of the Near 
East and Egypt; that the king was the personification of the state and i n 
a sense the owner of a l l i t s resources as these concerned both the develop-
ment of internal trade and agricultural production within the country, and 
the maintenance of international commerce with other countries. I n different 
terms the power and effectiveness of the central authorities of an ancient 
state were much moi* closely related to the general welfare and prosperity 
of the people, as well as to the development of external trade than i s the 
case i n the economies of modem capitalist states, where at least i n theory 
much of the commercial practice i s not directly dependent on the operations 
of the state and i t s power i n the international world. The close relation-
ship between a strong and effective administration and economic prosperity 
i s clearer and more generally recognized i n those countries which have 
"planned" economies under state auspices, 
Thou|^ i t i s dangerous to apply modem terminology too closely lest 
implications be oonvesred that were not really present i n aaioient times, the 
ancient Egyptian state together with the state corporations (temples and 
other land-owning institutions) more or less dependent on i t , may be said 
to have ptirsued a policy approximating closely to what i s now known as state 
capitalism: that i s to say that the central administration ("the king") 
alone had sufficient resources to support large scale internal development 
and external trade. The vesting of a l l the economic potential of an ancient 
state i n the person of i t s ruler i s by no means a phenomenon found only i n 
ancient Egypt, but i s amply attested i n a l l the areas of ancient higher 
c i v i l i z a t i o n . I t would appear that only in the more backward areas such as 
Europe — apart fx>om Mycenean Greece, which seems to have modelled i t s e l f 
closely on the oriental states —> was the craftsman a freelance independent 
agent able to move from the service of one chief to another, and probably 
enj(^ing a f a i r l y high social status. 
Like most other activities i n the Valleys of the great alluvial rivers 
Nile, Euphrates and Tigris, the exploitation of gold and other mineral 
resources i n the surrounding mountain areas, frequently lying at a great 
distance, was neoessazdly dependent on military protection, and a great 
organized corporate effort since ordinary peaceful trading relations with 
the inhabitants of these iregions were unsatisfactory to the pride of great 
kings. This need for corporate effort i n so matiy fields of human endeavour 
led to the early evolution of developed forms of state government which 
claimed the absolute possession of a l l the wealth that they created and 
exercised close control over a l l the people of their lands, quite unlike 
earlier loose t r l b a l i s t l c societies. 
Most of the metals i n Egypt naturally then became the possession of the 
state, which employed full-time craftsmen to make ornaments, and other luxury 
* G. Childe. What Happened i n History, particularly pages 117-118 and 
pages 126-127, 
- ( ^ 
goods, f o r the ruling class and the decoration of the sanctuaxles of the 
gods who watched over the Egyptian state. The craftsman was incorporated 
thoroughly into the pattern of the service of the king, or into the service 
of one of the great corporations which administered the estates of the gods, 
and had l i t t l e or no freedom of movement or economic independence. The 
inclusion of a l l the producing classes i n the lower menial orders of the 
state system, and the concentration of the vast bulk of national wealth into 
the treasuries of gods and kings, and the hands of a small administrative 
class, meant that the development of any form of individual capitalism was 
greatly discouraged, and since a l l foms of economic activity continued 
genez<ally to be departments of state, only the administirative class could 
obtain any substantial purchasing power. Prom the point of view of 
"Keynesian" economics this was undoubtedly a weak feature of the ancient 
Egyptian system, since this theory postulates that the development of the 
eoonosQr of a state i s necessarily dependent on the existence of expanding 
markets for an increasing quantity of goods produced, but theories of that 
kind relate s t r i c t l y to modem conditions where the manufaetuire and selling 
of luxury goods has come to play a fundamental part i n the preservation of 
even the basis of economic well-being. 
While the Egyptian system was opposed to the development of the mass 
of the population into aniything but peasants eking out a mere subsistence 
existence by farming under a patemalistie state, i t appears certain that 
u n t i l considerable economic development took place i n lands outside Egypt 
and more developed teohnlq[ues and s k i l l s became known, no other form of state 
cotuLd have functioned i n the Nile Valley, In the i n i t i a l stages of c i v i l -
ization the state authorities had to continue to provide an economic focus 
-(*)-
for the eoimtry, taking an active part i n the organization of a l l commercial 
ventures, though individuals would increasingly f i n d the means to improve 
their economic l o t outside the framework of corporate enterprise by their 
private endeavours. 
The degree of economio act i v i t y of the ancient Egyptian state i s amply 
instanced fx>om a l l pezlods. From the earliest times the king i s found 
setting up new agricultural settlements, as did the great officers of state, 
and probably the earliest duty of the nomaroh was to carxy out agricultural 
administration. Even so late as the Ptolemies, when, under Greek Influence, 
some measure of individual capitalism had been introduced into the econonQr, the 
king i s found carrying out a l l large scale dx^inage works and i r r i ^ t l o n 
operations. Moreover, a l l exteitial trading on a large, scale, whether voyages 
to Pwanl or Lebanon or land expeditions to the Sudan, from the Old Kingdom 
to Ptolemaic times, were always carried out at the instance of the state under 
the guidance of the Ruler, and to some degree for i t s benefit. 
Another factor which makes i t expedient to consider the international 
position of Egypt before considering other aspects of i t s econoiqy i s the 
basic difference which exists between ancient and modem economics. The 
writer on the economics of recent times i s entitled, i f he wishes, to make 
* See the inscription of Meten of the early fourth dynas-ty, 
+ For a sketch of developments see Wolfgang Helck, VMNR pp. 89-92, 
ii The Zenon letters f o r Instance show that the king arranged for the basic 
development of land for the clerouchy at Philadelphia, 
f See for instance inscription of Herkhuf, Urkiinden 1, pp, 120-131, 
i 5 l 
certain assumptions i m p l i c i t l y rather than explicitly about the backgz>ound 
of p o l i t i c a l history underlying economic history, provided that the relation-
ship of the historical facts to the economic development i s well-known and 
established. Per instance a historian studying the economic development 
of England i n the 18th and 19th centuries does not need to refer at length 
to the expansicm of Europe by exploration and conquest which made for the 
trading prosperity of England, I n the case of the Near East at the period 
under study: even the p o l i t i c a l information i s scanty and controversial i n 
interpretation, no assumptions of that sort may be made, and consideration 
of historical facts, i n so f a r as they are known, must precede any theorization 
based upon them. 
Sir Alan Gardiner i s inclined to*"see a complete break i n the continuity 
of ancient Egyptian history at the accession of the XXIst I^ynasl^, which i s 
dearly presaged by the Journal of Wenamun, written i n the declining years 
of the XXth Dynasty, No one could dei^ that there certainly were chants 
of fundamental importance taking place i n Egypt at about that time, i n that 
from this time for centuries the Thebals almost always lay outside the direct 
control of the kings i n the north, and great priestly and military families 
managed to gain hereditary control of many of the b l u e s t offices of state. 
The present writer, however, who prefers to think i n terms of continuous 
historical evolution, does not see that i n any x^al sense the passing of the 
sceptre from the defunct XXth Dynasty to the XXIst marks any very great 
change i n Egypt i t s e l f , but rather merely the consecration of changes which 
* page 313 for the strongest statement of this view. 
had already taken place. The process whereby Thebes was able to become an 
almost entirely autonomous d i s t r i c t had been completed under the XXth Dynasty, 
and, as w i l l be seen below, there i s every reason to believe that at the same 
time the foundations of the feudalistio state had been well l a i d . 
The belief that the advent of the XXI st Dynasty had no great economie 
or social significance, and the view that the decline i n Egyptian national 
consciousness (at once ex^stplified and aggravated by the withdrawal of the 
Egyptian military presence from Asia during and soon after the reign of 
Ramesses I I I ) played a major part i n setting afoot the internal centrifugal 
tendencies which led to the decline of cohesion and organization within Egypt, 
have prompted the writer to choose the death of Ramesses I I I as a far more 
suitable point to commence this study. However, there are other and even 
more compelling reasons for Including the l a t t e r part of the XXth Dynasty, 
i n that most of the economic data we possess regarding Egypt before the Saite 
period are derived from the l a t t e r half of the XXth Itynasty. 
I t has been pxrogressively recognized that to regard the Egyptian New 
Kingdom conquests i n Asia as an empire i n the f u l l sense of the term i s mis-
leading, but i t may well be that the present tendency to regard these lands 
as a mere hegemony over which Egypt exercised some oontrol is to go too far 
i n the opposite direction* The Amama Letters, though they show some local 
princes preying upon others, make i t clear that^ while local princes were for 
the most part l e f t to rule their own c i t y states, there were h i ^ e r o f f i c i a l s , 
usually of Egyptian origin, who ruled the provinces into which the empirei was 
divided. The tombs of such great of f i c i a l s as Rekhmire'of the XVIIIth 
Dynasty make i t evident that at least for a time the investment i n empire 
was profitable. Furthermore, there can be no doubt that to set up waqf^domain 
* 
i n Asia for Egyptian tentples, as P. Harris shows was done by Harnesses'III, 
was to attempt to incorporate certain parts of the Asiatic Empire within the 
administrative structure of metropolitan Egypt though the attempt was perhaps 
only made with the more stron&Ly Egyptianized parts, such as Lebanon. 
Incidentally, i t should be noted that the inscription i n the tomb of Peniie 
at Aniba shows that the area round Aniba was similarly apportioned between 
'fields of Pharaoh*'and the estates of various temples. Indeed so close had 
the bonds between Egypt and i t s Asiatic provinces become by the end of the 
impexdal age that the Egyptian court normally resided i n the region of Tanis, 
which stood almost half way between Egypt and Asia, and the Harem Conspiracy 
documents make i t quite clear that the court of Ramesses I I I had a highly 
international flavour i n that maz^ of the o f f i c i a l s were certainly of Syrian 
origin, and others appear to have been other than Egyptian. 
However, although Bamesses I I I managed to drive back the Peoples of the 
Sea from the boundaries of Egypt i t s e l f , i t seems to have been impossible to 
prevent the IThekel and the Philistines settling a l l along the coast of 
Palestine, and i t was perhaps this which led to the rapid ab^donment of the 
Egyptian settlements such as Beth<-ShELn i n Asia. Nevertheless, though the 
actual control exercised by Egypt over happenings i n Asia had temporarily 
* P. Harris 8.13-9.3. Also 11.11,Nine towns of Syria and Cush are there 
donated to Amun, 
+ G. Steindorff, Aniba pp. 242-2/^ 8, 
^ This i s the opinion expressed i n DTIE page 439. 
become slight, there seems no reason to affirm that Egypt became less part 
of Mediterranean culture, that her traditional prestige suffered greatly, 
or that her trade was seriously impaired. 
The papyrus which relates the story of WenamDn, whether i t be a s t r i c t l y 
historical tale, or no more than founded on fact, gives a detailed picture 
of the z>elation8hip between Egypt and the Levant i n the days which immediately 
followed the f i n a l abandonment of the Syrian provinces. The document i s 
dated to an unnamed year 5> but there i s f a i r l y conclusive evidence that this 
* 
must refer to the w^Hmswt era at the end of aho reign of Bamesses XI, 
Thou^ nominally Ramesses XI s t i l l reigned, this document makes i t quite 
clear that the rule of the country was really i n the hands of Smendes who 
later succeeded as Pharaoh at Tanis, and of ^ i l h o r who had seized control of 
Thebes. Wenamun describes both as the regents whom AnfQn has given to their 
respective poz>tions of Egypt, and there i s scarcely any reference to 
Ramesses XI. 
The withdrawal of the Egyptian military presence from Byblos was then 
perhaps comparatively recent, since the Gyblite ruler was at great pains to 
state that he no longer i^egarded himself as the vassal of Pharaoh, and to 
point out that the older kings of Egypt (presumably since these payments had 
continued up to his father's time, i.e. u n t i l at least the reign of Harnesses IX) 
* The inscription published by Nims i n JMES V I I pp. 157-162, makes i t f a i r l y 
clear that this must be so, since Hrihior was apparently dead by year 7 of 
whm-mswt. See GEP p.305 f o r discussion. 306-313 for translation of 
"Wenamun", 
+ There i s a reference to the Shadow of Pharaoh f a l l i n g on the ruler of Byblos. 
had paid his ancestors most generously f o r cedarwood. Apparently every 
time that cedarwood was required five ships loaded with the produce of 
Egypt had been sent to Byblos, whose cargo was valued at a thousand deben* 
Though the inhabitants of Byblos had thrown commissioners of Ramesses IX or 
XI into gaol and kept them there f o r seventeen years u n t i l they were murdered 
plainly a l l the time i f Wenasnm made a false move he was i n danger of a 
similar unhappy fate — for a l l his 'blustering show of independence the XVLLOT 
of Byblos made i t clear that his respect for Egypt as the fountain head of 
* 
ci v i l i z a t i o n was imbounded. He appears to have been genuinely astonished 
that WenasilOUa, the envoy of the great Egyptian state, should arrive i n such 
an undignified manner aboard a merchant ship with v i r t u a l l y no money, and 
not to have conceived that Egypt could have become a poor and weak state. 
Indeed so real was the Gyblite ruler* s regard for Egypt and also his super-
stitious respect f o r her state god AmEin ~ who had once held considerable 
estates i n Asia and who appears s t i l l to have been worshipped at Byblos i n 
Wenaniun's day despite the collapse of the Egyptian empire and even influence -
that by s k i l f u l l y playing on his beliefs WenamEm, armed with his oultus-
figure of Amn of the Road, was able to obtain the timber that he required 
for the Amen-user-he barque, i n return for what could scarcely be considered 
more than a token payment. 
* Wenannin 2, 19 - 2, 22. Numerous commentaries have been written on the 
story of WenamSn, and f a i r l y recently G, Eefebvre published a commentary 
i n his "Romans et Contes ^ gyptiens", Gardiner also translates the 
story i n Cr^ 
-(10)-
The story of WenanSm shows clearly that during the transitional period 
from the XXth to the XXIst Pynasty Egypt, through internal weakness and 
division, was undergoing a stage during which her p o l i t i c a l influence i n 
Asia was negligible. One might well suppose from the account, however, 
that a great deal of the trouble suffered by VTenainEin occurred because Smendes, 
who maintained close commercial relationships with Phoenicia, did l i t t l e to 
secure the success of his mission, which was inspired by his r i v a l HrjJior 
at iphebes, t h o u ^ he took no positive steps to oppose i t , and indeed gave 
a limited degree of help to show his respect for Anfin who was the leading 
god at Tanis as well as at Thebes, 
Nevertheless, the rulers of Phoenicia, who were noted as businessmen 
of considerable acumen, realized that Egypt continued to be a great power, 
I I I 
and that she was well worth trading with. The prince of Byblos remarked 
that twenty ships belonging to Smendes lay in his harbour, and that from 
Sidon, most l i k e l y the dominant city of Phoenicia at this time, f i f t y ships 
traded with the house of Berket-El, which from the, context must have been 
i n Egypt. Probably many of these ships, l i k e that on which Wenamun 
travelled, were manned by Phoenicians. This did not affect the importance 
of the commercial contacts established, and during the energetic period of 
Egyptian government at the beginning of the XXIInd I^ynasty the rulers of 
Egypt seem to have had l i t t l e d i f f i c u l t y i n bringing Phoenicia within their 
sphere of influence. The collapse of Egyptian influence before the Assyrians 
i n the eigbth century i n western Asia would seem to a large extent to have 
been the result of internal disunity inside Egypt and of the immense 
* See WenanfQn i , x + 23 - 2,2, 
-(ID-
escpansion of the ci v i l i z e d world between the XVIIIth Dynasty and the end of 
the XXIInd, which had converted Assyria from a vassal state of the Nltannians 
and Kassites on the fzdnge of civ i l i z a t i o n into the centre of an enoz-mous 
military empire of unparalleled extent and efficiency, rather than of any 
decline i n the economic potential of Egypt. 
I t w i l l be best new to leave the re-establishment of the Egyptian 
hegemony i n Asia i m t i l later, and to consider what i s l i k e l y to have been 
the character of international trade i n our period. The f i r s t observation, 
that must be made i s with regard to the extremely tenuous nature of the 
evidence: apart from that provided by the story of Wenamun and by archae-
ology there i s very l i t t l e to go on. Towards the beginning of our period 
the high civilizations of the %cenaeans and the Hi t t i t e s seem gradually to 
have given way to more primitive social organizations. Meanwhile, never^ 
theless, ci v i l i z a t i o n was spreading i n the Mediterranean as the Tuscans and 
Sikels, who had long descended on Egypt as raiders, began to settle i n the 
I t a l i a n region and to establish somewhat oriental cultures. 
* M. Pallotino i n his work "The Etruscans" published i n English, Penguin 
1955» l i k e most It a l i a n historians, disagrees partially with this view, 
but has to admit that contacts with Lemnos by land or sea are proven, 
and that classical Etruscan ci v i l i z a t i o n was strongly orientalizing. 
(12) 
There i s also evidence, though from Greece n<*Egypt, that late i n the 
second millenium or at the beginning of the f i r s t , i f not before, ships 
were b u i l t capable of undertaking the direct voyage from Crete to Egypt 
though the return route would seem to have been the long coastal vc>yage 
via Phoenicia. I t might appear dubious then, since means of communication 
were continuing to improve, how far the view of Meyer i s altogether tenable 
that i n the period after the invasions of the Sea Peoples civi l i z a t i o n was 
increasingly f a l l i n g into insular units. 
Probably the best study of the character of ancient trade i n the 
Mediterranean before the classical period is the admirable l i t t l e work of 
Vercoutter Essai sur les Relations entre ^gyptiens et Pr^hellenes where 
* In the Odyssey Books it- and 14 references are made to voyages before the 
wind direct from Crete to the Egyptian Delta; the context tends to show 
that such journeys were rare, but Egypt was definitely known as a cdstant 
and strange land, but of very great wealth, where Greek adventurers could 
easily make a fortune. The date of composition of the Homeric poems 
i s of course dubious, and their historicity more so, but the attested 
presence of the Sea Peoples and others from the Greek area as well as 
Asia Minor, who fz>equently served i n the Egyptian armiesj makes the 
general c r e d i b i l i t y of this type of journey certain. 
•I- Meyer. Geschlchte des Altertttms. I I , 2. Introduction pages 3-4. 
I t i s noteworthy that the body of the text does not appear to accept 
the decline of international contact. 
he admirably characterizes the nature of ancient trade. In the earlier 
periods of Egyptian history, when the population of the Mediterranean lands 
was very small, most communities would have been very near self-sufficiency. 
Many of the goods that were traded were wanted just as much for raagico-
religious as for u t i l i t a r i a n reasons (e.g. a special type of incense was 
imported from Arabia), while some items were sought as mere curiosities 
(e.g. monkeys and giraffes' t a i l s from the Red Sea). Generally speaking 
at that time i t seems that there would have been no need for Egypt to 
export grain: indeed the only definite need that can be postulated, apart 
from that of small supplies of t i n for the making of bronze i n Egypt, was 
for cedarwood from Lebanon, since i n spite of a l l the efforts that the kings 
probably made to grow trees in^Egypt, the country was always desperately 
short of good qxiality wood suitable for temple and ship-building. 
Even with the coming of the New Kingdom, when modem knowledge of 
Egyptian history becomes much more detailed than for earlier periods, i t 
i s d i f f i c u l t to descry the nature and extent of Egyptian trade. I t i s f a r 
from proven that Egypt habitually imported com from the Syrian provinces 
during the imperial age, and though during the XXth Dynasty, as the Asiatic 
provinces were being los t , shortages of com occurred from time to time i n 
Egypt, these can be quite easily escplained by supposing that some o f f i c i a l 
* W pp. 19-22, 
+ The Ptolemies seem from slight evidence to have attempted this, and 
many of the location bearings i n P. Wilbour are by trees which may very 
well have been deliberately planted. 
of the state granaries was negligent i n seeing that adequate supplies of 
Egyptian-grown com were sent to Thebes, and not by assuming that com 
supplies no longer came from Syria. This could well be the explanation 
of the circumstances which led to the famous strike of year 29 of Ramesses 
I I I when even the comparatively privileged class of necropolis workmen were 
l e f t without rations. Moreover, though we only possess information of this 
kind on the XXth Dyi^sty, such domestic crises could easily have occurred 
from time to time earlier i n the New Kingdom; the surviving evidence of 
this sort i s much more abundant for the XXth dynasty than any earlier dynasty. 
Furthermore i t i s knownthat though the Asiatic provinces no longer paid 
tribute trade continued, and i f the Egyptian authorities were accustomed to 
purchase com i n Syria, they could probably have continued to do so. The 
existence of domains i n Asia belonging to Annin suggests that some revenues 
i n kind from these lands were brought to Egypt to the main cult centres of 
the god, which could well be regarded as a form of limited international 
trade, but i t i s right to point out that the only specific reference to the 
impoz*t of com from Syria i s when Tutbinosis I I I , during his Megiddo campaign 
of year 22, carried off a l l the crops of the c i t y . However, this was a 
wax>time measure, and any dues of com taken i n peacetime were plainly on 
a more limited scale. 
* Pleyte and Rossi, Papyrus de Turin, Pis. XXXV to XLVIII. Transcription 
i n pp. 45-60. SeeEdgerten JKES x. no. 3, 138-145. 
+ Urkunden IV, p. 
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An interesting sidelight on the growth of international trade i s that 
i n a sense the forced contributions of the Palestinian princes, which were 
probably g i f t s of craftsmanship i n precious metals rather than everyday 
goods, could be regarded as a form of trade, and would stimulate real trade: 
i f the king set the fashion of having foreign imported goods i n his Palace, 
there i s l i t t l e doubt that the notables would acquire similar ones. No 
doubt from the Egyptian point of view the price that the XXth Dynasty kings 
sent to Byblos for cedarwood was re^rded as an ex-gratia g i f t , and from this 
one example i t can be seen how near the exchange of gift s on a regular basis 
between cromted heads, the owners and regulators of their respective economies, 
could come to real international trade. Though only a very favoured 
Palestinian sheikh^whose help was necessary, could expect to receive presents 
from Pharaoh i n the great days of the Egyptian Empire, the great world rulers 
l i k e the kings of Greece, the H i t t i t e s and the Babylonians, undoubtedly 
esqpected magnificent g i f t s on occasion without having to make the f i r s t move 
(there i s an example i n the Amama letters where the king of Babylon demands 
a present of gold from Amenophis IV on his accession). Furthermore, while 
Egyptian colonies grew up outside Egypt, the New Kingdom had seen the growth 
of a substantial alien quarter at Memphis which was pzvbably duplicated i n 
a l l the towns of the Delta, and a large part of the anqy was composed of 
foreign mercenaries from distant lands. Thou^ probably many of their 
requirements were produced i n the alien colonies i n Egypt rather than imported. 
* See e.g. The Bearers of tribute i n the tomb of Rekhmire*. 
+P.pallier TT, 1, 6 and 2, 9 to 3, 1, 
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and they themselves rapidly became Egyptianized, there can be l i t t l e doubt 
that their settlement encouraged foreign trade. 
The intention i n the above paragraphs with regard to the trade of Egypt 
i n periods before the death of Ramesses I I I has been to show that ^ without i n 
any way stretching the a l l too sparse information that i s available, one i s 
f u l l y j u s t i f i e d i n the strong presun^tion that by the beginning of the period 
under study international trade was passing out of the nascent stage sketched 
by Verooutter, no doubt accurately for the earlier periods, and beginning to 
assume the charactezdstios of Mediterranean trade as i t i s found only a few 
centuries later at the beginning of classical Greek times, and was becoming 
of importance to the economies of nations. This would imply that though 
royal eapeditions to Lebanon were s t i l l inportant for the traditional cedar-
wood, nevertheless a trade i n more everyday goods was rapidly eclipsing this 
form of trade. To a great extent this presumption seems to be confirmed i n 
* 
the story of WenamiSn where, as well as gold and silver vessels, Smendes sent 
the prince of Byblos byssus, 500 ox-hides, 500 r o l l s of papyrus (one of the 
most important Egyptian escports of the Hellenistic period), and even l e n t i l s 
and dried f i s h . This information i s very iB5>ortant for since we know that 
Smendes was a great trader with Phoenicia, we are warranted i n assuming that 
this was the sort of cargo that his ships usually carried to Byblos, 
Nevertheless thou^ already at the period of Wenaoniin the cities of 
Phoenicia may well have depended on external trade for their prosperity, 
as they certainly did a few centuries later, international trade, i f now 
* For f u l l l i s t of the goods sent see Wenanun 2, 40 « 2, 42, 
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possessing a oeirbain iinportanoe f o r Egypt, can only have had a marginal 
effect on her economy. When eventually under the early Ptolemies the whole 
eoonosiy was run on a basis of "export or die" (the great aim of the rulers 
being to export as much com as they possibly- oQuld), this position was 
brou^t about not so much by the needs of Egypt as by the Ptolemies' wish 
as good Hellenistic kings to maintain the maximum possible influence outside 
Egypt, Plainly for Egyptian or thoroughly Egyptianized Libyan kings the 
needs of Egypt had to come f i r s t ; i t i s notewortl^ that under the later 
Ptolemies the com escport trade became of much less importance as they 
realized their destinies were irrevocably eonnected with Egypt rather than 
the wider Hellenistic world. Whether the com trade i n return for iron, 
silver and other metals, whioh was certainly i n f u l l operation by the Saite 
period, had yet begun i s rather problematical, but in t r i n s i c a l l y probable, 
t h o u ^ J. G, Milne thought that at least as far as Greece was concerned, 
i t was not f u l l y organized \ m t i l the seventh century, when Aegina took the 
i n i t i a t i v e i n importing cheap Egyptian com i n return for silver, this being 
valued at much above the international rate i n Egypt, Probably the great 
prosperity of the, Delta c i t i e s , beginning, i t seems l i k e l y , under Ramesses 
n, and continuing throu^out our period, was a result of the development of 
the lands of the Delta for agriculture instead of mere grazing, and not 
primarily the outcome of external trade j but a side effect must have been 
to connect Egypt ever more closely with Mediterranean c i v i l i z a t i o n . 
* JEA 25, 177-183 
+ H, Kees, Raumordnung und Landplanung im alten Aegypten. Vol. 10, pp. 
19-23 (see bibliography) 
One further point should be mentioned i n connection with international 
trading i n the age immediately succeeding the invasions of the Sea People. 
There i s definite evidence from the story of WenamQn that some of the kings, 
even of the invading peoples, realiseed the importance of external trade and 
took active measures to protect traders against theft by their subjects, 
even being w i l l i n g to give compensation i n certain circumstances. Thus 
i t was that while Wenanflln was at Dor, a major c i t y of the Thekel, his goods 
for the purchase of cedar were stolen by one of the crew of the ship i n which 
he was travelling: WenamQn tol d the prince what had happened, and was 
informed that sinee an alien was responsible no compensation could be given, 
but that i f a subject of the ruler had been responsible this would have 
been given. I t seems probable that the obligation to make good losses 
incurred by travellers as the result of their subjects* actions was 
generally recognized at least i n theory by state authorities, rather, than 
that this was a special offer made to Wenan£&Q,* whose mission the prince 
of Dor had no reason to favour. 
The picture of external trade at the beginning of the Late Period 
emerging from the above shows that trade was to a large extent closely dep-
endent on the enterprise of the authorities of various states. The 
maintenance of a reasonably strong and efficient state and economic structure 
i n Egypt of the XXIst I^ynasty, the continued existence of which there i s no 
reason to deny i n the economically significant North, thou^ unrest and tomb 
robberies i n the South undoubtedly show that there was no effective central 
administration i n that region, allowed Egyptian trade to continue .to flourish. 
* This part of the story commences at Wenamai 1, 10* 
Possibly indeed the massive experimental projection of the Egyptian state 
into Asia attempted i n the New Kingdom, though i t had brought quick rewards 
of booty, had proved a long-term- «conomic fai l u r e , since i t seems to have 
caused the gradual impoverishment of the Palestinian princes. Probably 
the affluent and infl u e n t i a l kings of the Philistines, and later of the 
Jews and Syrians, proved a f a r more satisfactory market for Egyptian goods. 
However, the misfortunes of WenanSIn, from which only a large measure of 
ludk, his supreme self-importance and his companion deity saved him, t e s t i f y 
to the fact that i f the txrading agents of a state were to enjoy protection 
and free passage, that country had to be not only internally organized and 
an attractive market f o r foreign goods, but had also to make i t s influence 
f e l t externally by a certain measure of p o l i t i c a l or military aggression, 
though probably this should not imply an attempt at the permanent occupation 
of a large area. 
Unfox>tunately apart from the story of WenaniOn information about 
Egyptian policy towards Asia during the later part of the XXth Dynasty and 
the XXIst Pipasty i s extremely scanty, and almost a l l derived from f o r e i ^ 
sources, but i t i s fortiinately possible to z«construct the salient points 
of Egyptian policy from what l i t t l e i s knonn. The records of Tiglath-
Pileser I , who seems to have been contemporaneous with the period Ramesses 
XI to Psusennes I i n Egypt, show that when his Assyrian armies penetrated 
west of the Euphrates, they were met by an Egyptian embassy which presented 
him with a ci«codile and other g i f t s . Presumably such an embassy was 
intended to show the intruder that he was trespassing on an Egyptian zone 
* Of. W. F. Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine, Published i n the Penguin 
Library, 1949, pages 99-101, for a similar opinion. 
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of influence, and at least shows that the Egyptian government retained a 
considerable measure of interest i n what happened i n this distant. region. 
On this occasion the Assyrians socai rdthdrew across the Euphrates, 
and the next period saw the growth of the Hebrew monarchy i n place of the 
suzerainty of the Philistines, which had extended over a l l Pialestine, 
The oontrol exercised by the kings of a l l Israel, David and Solomon, seems 
at times to have extended over the whole area from the Philistine frontier 
to the Euphrates. Egyptian evidence continues to be non-existent, but the 
Hebrew records i n the books of Kings and Chronicles show that Egypt became 
a safe refuge f o r the dispossessed chieftains of the conquered peoples. 
* 
When Joab the ferocious general of King David crushed Edom, prince Hadadof 
Edom was taken to Egypt as a ba\qr, and later greatly honoured at the court 
of Pharaoh, one of whose daughters he was allowed to marry. By that time, 
as w i l l be seen below, Pharaoh stood on ftiendly relations with Solomon, 
the new king of Is3«iel, and was not anxious to l e t Hadad leave Egypt, but 
he insisted on returning home, and suooessfiiOy sat up a schismatic movement 
i n Edam. 
I t appears dear that during the troubled period f j?©m Saul to David, 
which saw the meteoric establishment of the Hebrew hegemony over Palestine, 
Egyptian intervention was negligible, though their relations with the P h i l i -
stines may well have been friendly, and scattered references tend to show 
that Egyptian auxiliaries were fighting in the Philistine armies. On the 
* 1 Kings 11, liiJ-22. 
+ 2 Samuel 23, 21. 
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accession of Solomon, however, relations changed dramatically. Solomon 
was anxious to be a real king, not just a t r i b a l chief l i k e his father and 
Saul, and immediately set about building an impressive palace and temple 
as other kings did, and constructing fo3*tresses. Arrangements were mads f o r 
Solomon to marry a daughter of the Phaz^oh (who must almost oeartainly have 
been king Siaimlin since there i s no evidence to show that Psusennes I I 
reigned more than four years, while Sesonchis I lived a number of years 
after Solomon though contemporazy with his l a t t e r years), and he received 
as dowzy the Canaanite town of^Gezer which had been heavily enough f o r t i f i e d 
not to have fallen to the Hebrews, but which was seized and burned by the 
Pharaoh, For Egyptian armies to be able to operate at Gezer i t would have 
been necessazy to have access through Ph i l i s t i a , which must therefore at 
this stage have been tributary to Egypt, 
Solomon became a collector of wealth such as no later Jewish king could 
amass and seems frcmi a l l accounts to have indulged i n extravagant display. 
This annoyed the Hebrew warrior class, who for the f i r s t time found them-
selves being taxed, but Solomon at the same time b u i l t up a strong standing 
amy, constructed foj^resses and bought large numbers of chariots and horses 
from E ^ t , His fleets sailed to Ophir i n search of gold, and there i s 
-probably every reason to think that Egyptian traders fovmd the Jewish kingdom 
a very useful market. Nevertheless when, i n the middle of the reign of 
Solomon, the ambitious and energetic Sesonohis I became king of Egypt, 
* I Kings, 6 and 7, + 1 Kings 3, i ; 
^ I Kings 9, 16. f I Kings 10, 28-9 
422^ 
relations would seem to have rapidly worsened, and the rebel Jeroboam, 
having sought to seize the throne from Solomon, was well received i n Egypt, 
and after his death, when the kingdoms of Judah and Isra e l began to f a l l 
apart, was sent baok to see that this disaffection became permanent schism* 
Finally in year 3 of Behoboam of Judah, son of Siplomon, Egyptian armies 
appeared in Asia, and to prevent attack Behoboam handed over most of the 
wealth that his father Solomon had amassed and became a client king of the 
Egyptians* Egyptian armies seem to have penetrated as far as the nox>th of 
Galilee, but avoided the centre of Isr a e l , where perhaps Jeroboam had also 
agE^ed to become a client king* 
Temporaxdly the effect seems to have been almost a l l that the Egyptian kings 
desired* The Hebrew kingdoms had been humbled, and Byblos returned to i t s 
status of being almost an Egyptian colony in Asia which i t always assumed 
during periods of Egyptian power* The later Icings of the XXIInd Dynasty, 
however, do not seem to have been oozspetent to carry on the great schemes 
of the ambitious Sesonohis I and Egyptian power in Asia seems to have faded 
out gradually over the following hundred years. One doubts the r e a l i " ^ of 
the allegedly great victory that Asa king of Judah i s said to have won over 
* I Kings 11, 26-i40. 
+ See I Kings lif., 25-6, The vague Egyptian records of the campaign which 
contain some place-names mostly unknown are on the Bubastite gate at 
Thebes constructed by Sesonohis I * 
/ Dussaud. Syria V. (I921f) p. lif.5ff. 
* 
"Zerah the Ethiopian" since i t i a plain that by this nomenolature the writer 
i s confusing the Libyan kings of the XXIInd Dynasty with the Cushite kings 
of the XXYth, and i s inclined to wonder whether Zerah could not be a perversion 
of the name of the much later Taharqa. NeveirthelesS| i t i s plain that the 
Egyptian kings exercised no real control over events in Palestine, and the 
Hebrew and Syrian kinglets were l e f t to carzy on a series of destructive 
internecine wars. From Assyrian records i t would appear that an Egyptian 
army was sent to aid the prinoelets of Palestine during the reign of Ahab 
in I s r a e l ; the result of the battle against the Assyrians was indecisive, 
but Ahab, and after the downfall of Ahab's family, Jehu, became tributazy 
to Assyria* I n Phoenicia, however, fx>om the ninth century there sprang up 
a school of ivory-making, the material for which must almost certainly have 
been impoirted from Egypt, as also was to some extent the technique with 
which the figures were made, but this cannot be taken to show that Egypt 
exercised real p o l i t i c a l control* 
I t w i l l have been noticed that in the above remarks only the relation-
ship between Egypt and the states of the north has been considered, and no 
remarks have been made about relationships with the south* Ihe reason for 
this i s that virtually nothing i s known of what happened in this region 
until the invasion of Egypt by the XXVth dynasty. The Nile fortresses appear 
to have been occupied as such until the reign of Harnesses XI, whose cartouche 
i s the l a s t to o c ^ there* The letters of Dhuti^se, however, make i t clear 
* 2 Chronicles 14, 9-15. The f i n a l syllable of Taharqa»s name was probably 
not an integral part of i t * See Macadam, Kawa I , 73-4, 124 n . l , 
+ His cartouche occurs at Buhen and elsewhere. 
/ Published by J . Ceray in ML (Bib. Aeg.9). 
that the H i ^ Priest Plankh, son of Hrihor, eaxxied out a campaign there 
nominally on behalf of Pharaoh (pa^esumably either Bamesses XI or his successor 
Smendes)* At the beginning of the XXIInd I)ynasty Sesonohis I seems to have 
cazried out campaigns in the Sudan as well as in Asia, but nothing whatisver 
* 
i s known of a^y trade that may have taken place between Egypt and Gush, 
However, the apparent strong Egyptian character of the Sudan during the 
XXVth Bynasty, thou^ partially caused because the sculptors of the Sitelae 
of that period were mostly imported fvosa. Egypt, tends to show that f a i r l y 
close contact must have been retained during the period from the XXth to 
the XXVth I^ynasty* 
The position throu^out the Late Period until the decadence which set 
in with the triumph of internal schism i n Egypt in the last part of the 
XXIInd lynasty, seems to have been that Egypt managed to retain the positicm 
of a great power i n the Near East, though at the changes of dynasties envoys 
like WenamSn were in a very difficult positi(«i* During the whole of this 
period the Egyptian government, though rather weak internally, managed to 
maintain some degree of control over the whole of Egypt, and the country 
was spared the ordeal of foreign invasion* I t appears that during this 
period the state-centred economy f e l l i n very well with the needs of the 
Egyptians. The remainder of this work w i l l be directed to an examination 
* The finding of a small trinket bearing the name of a son-, of a king 
Sesonohia ( ? l ) i n the tcaub of the wife of king Aspelta of Napata cannot 
be taken as evidence since i t might well have been brought to the Sudan 
during the XXVth Dynasty, 
(25) 
of the character of the Egyptian economy as i t functioned within Egypt, 
and of the social institutions which grew up as a result of the changes 
in the character of the Egyptian system between the XXth and XOTth Ijynasty 
when Egypt gradually changed from a highly centralized bureaucracy to a 
somewhat feudalistic state* The view w i l l be taken that there were no 
sudden or dramatic changes, and that the modifications within the Egyptian 
stiwcture were subtle as well as gradoal, but nevertheless the change which 
took place was profound, and i s well worth study. 
(26) 
Section 2 
A Cpn?i^yftt^on pf: ifh^ M^t^id^ av^il^b3,e for th<? I^^qei^^truction of the 
Economic and Social History of Egypt from the late XXth to the XXVth Dynasty. 
The aim in the f i r s t section above, which can be regarded as to some 
extent introductory to the main body of the work dealing with the internal 
economy of Egypt, has been to show that i n so far as one can t e l l from what 
i s known of Egyptian foreign relations at the period under study, at least 
until the internal disintegratiao which set in with the later XXInd Dynasty, 
there i s no reason to believe that Egypt was in any way becoming a cultural 
or economic backwater. Unfortunately the information available i s extremely 
limited and leaves max^ r questions unanswered, but i t appears certain that 
the rulers of Egypt of this period maintained a strong interest in the 
external world, Egyptian policy gradually undexwent an enforced modification 
from the outright attempt at the complete military domination of the 
surrounding lands characteristic of the earlier New Kingdom^which Sesonchis I 
partially sought to revive, to a much more limited form of influence 
essential!^ based on the fact that the xuLers of Palestine would recognize 
Egypt as a powerful protector against absolution by the great new state of 
Assyria in the north* 
To this extent i t can be said that a changed situation in the external 
f i e l d brought a new and effective answer from Egypt, This and the following 
sections are to deal primarily with the internal structure of Egypt, and 
obviously one of the main objectives must be to discover whether in this 
f i e l d also the picture i s one of logical social development to meet new needs, 
or whether the view must be taken that the per3.od i s one of gradually i n -
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creasing decadence, when the great aoMevements of the New Kingdom were 
at best lamely iiiiitated. 
Several i n i t i a l observations should be made with regard to the sources 
of modem knowledge, A commonplace in. the study of Egyptology often 
* 
mentioned i s to what an excessive extent modem appreciation of the roles 
of various dynasties i s determined by the number of buildings which they 
built at Thebes, where many of the tenqples have been preserved, rather than 
at other places where they have not* Thus although, for instance, thanks 
to the excavations of lAontet at Tanis, there i s some reason to believe that 
king Psusennes I may have been a not inconsiderable builder, virtualily 
nothing else i s known of him, since Thebes lay largely outside his direct 
control and the area of his works* Perhaps the Bubastite Gate at Thebes 
and i t s surrounds were by no means the most important constructional work 
undertaken by king Sesonchis I * His insc'^ptions mention what must be a 
funeraxy temple at Memphis and probably one at Thebes, but the site of 
neither of these i s kaovm* 
• This has already been treated briefly in the introduction; the remarks 
of Mile, Preaux perhaps have less point than she thought, but are s t i l l 
very important; see p. 10-23* 
+ B. Montet. Tanis Vol. 1 (Psusennes) pages 10-14 
^ 6ebel-es-Silileh 100 published by E, Caminos in JEA 38, page 2tj6ff, 
For name of Memphite mortuary temple, "The House of Millions of Years 
of Hedjkheperre Sheshonij-Meriamttn which i s in Hikuptah" see Porter and 
Moss I I , 34, 
(28) 
Thus the position seems established — at least as far as the present 
state of our knowledge i s concerned since vezy l i t t l e excavation has been 
done in the northern part of Egypt — that the information available con-
cerning the careers of kings who resided in the north and carried out most 
of their building there, i s necessarily strictl y limited. The vast majority 
of the papyms documents of the late Bamesside age coming from Thebes may 
ultimately be derived from various caches of material from the record office 
of the Medinet Habu temple, which i n i t s e l f i s sufficient to .show how greatly 
what has been preserved depends on sheer chance* 
However, when a l l these necessazy reservations have been made, there 
can be no doubt that a great deal of material i s available for study and 
evaluation concerning social and economic matters* The early Egyptologists 
were quite rightly interested in the f i r s t place in building up a framework 
of Egyptian history of a f a i r l y complete and reliable nature, i«.ther than 
i n the social and economic research which could only come after this ground-
work had been established* Accordingly research in these fields has come 
to fruition only in f a i r l y recent years, Erman and Breasted long ago 
realized the intrinsic importance of the Harris Papyrus I as a source of 
information on some aspects of ancient Egypt, but neither was able to devote 
sufficient time and energy to make i t give up a l l i t s information, nor was 
much of the auxiliazy material available which has played such an important 
part i n i t s elucidation* 
* H. D. Schaedel. (SLPH) p. 10 bottom, following the opinion of Samuel 
Birch suggests that P. Harris I and some tomb robbery papyri were fotlnd 
in the same place* 
The b r i l l i a n t work of Sehaedel, who was the f i r s t to treat seriously 
the claim of P. Harris I to be the record of the gifts of one king Bamesses 
I I I to the gods rather than a sadly incomplete inventory of a l l the possessions 
of the gods of Egypt — which would necessitate the assumption that P, Harris 
was prepared with the most extzraordinary carelessness since some great temples 
and their estates were not mentioned at a l l — ^ l a i d the foundation for the 
study of ancient Egyptian economic institutions by showing that this type 
of document should be accepted very largely as what i t claimed to be. 
However, i t was the work of S i r Alan Gardiner which shed so much ligjht on 
the hitherto l i t t l e explored f i e l d of social economics, in the four volumes 
of the Wilbour'*^Papyrus. and by the mass of related documents that he has also 
published. Indeed i t i s now difficult to appreciate what was the state of 
te(ufl.edge before Gardiner published P. Wilbour, so profotaidly has i t modified 
the current ideas of Egyptology on economic questions. As Professor Fairman 
has put i t in his review of th^work, " I f one day we may be able to produce 
a proper economic history of Ancient Egypt, this w i l l be due to a large 
extent to S i r Alan's monumental work and his preparatory studies". 
Obviously, however, a pioneer work, for a l l i t s excellence, could not 
exhaust the potentialities of such a vast and hitherto l i t t l e explored f i e l d 
* SLPH for this side of the study showing that only some of the Egyptian 
temples are named, see particularly pp, Zfl-i^lf* 
+ Haeinafter the abbreviation W w i l l be used to refer to this work of 
Gardiner, not the papyrus i t s e l f . 
)i JEA 39, p. 123, 
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of study, and many writers have devoted themselves to adding to this side 
of Egyptological knowledge* Kees and Helok have studied respectively the 
priesthood and the administrative structure of ancient Egypt, and have 
produced extremely interesting and important results* Professor H. W. 
Painnan i n his review of W has pjroduoed a number of new suggestions with 
regard to the interpretation of P. Wilbour. I n Russia Mme Lourie reviewed 
the work and made a few interpretations of her own, while an important advance 
i n the study of the document has undoubtedly been made by I . A. Stuchevsliy 
in his a r t i c l e , "Towards the Interpretation of the Data in the Papyttts 
Mlbour on Land-Tenure and Tax Assessment in Egypt at the Time of the 
Ramessides" (in Russian)* 
The present section w i l l not be aiming so much to break new ground with 
detailed elaboration on particular problems — these w i l l be investigated 
more f u l l y i n the two succeeding sections — so much as atteotpting to give a 
concise guide to what i s Imown of the social and economic structure of ancient 
Egypt* Hitherto as mentioned in the introduction, this has been partially 
lacking for ary period other than the Ptolemaic where the material i s in 
some cases of very controversial interpretation. The intention w i l l be to 
evaluate in outline how far and in what fields, on the evidence we at present 
possess, i t i s possible to ^ i n a reasonably certain and complete knowledge 
of ancient Egyptian px%ictice at the period in question, Hlfhere material of 
a s t r i c t l y contemporaneous character i s lacking or inadequate in out* period. 
* Hereafter abbreviated SjgW, published in VDI (1958), No. 1 pp. 77-93: 
see Bibliography* 
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a brief consideration may be made of what earlier or later material bearing 
on the subject i s available from the New Kingdom or the Ptolemaic period. 
As mentioned i n the introduction, the writer i s convinced that there was a 
much greater degree of institutional continuity between the Ptolemaic period 
and earlier parts of Egyptian history than most Ptolemaic studies have supposed, 
a contention which w i l l be vindicated below. Such information, however, 
from a much later period, must be treated with extreme caution both because 
changes may have occurred, and because a number of the conclusions which 
previous writers have reached concerning the Ptolemaic state may well be 
wrong on some matters of economic practice where the material i s slight. 
Thanks to the survival of the fragnentary document, the so-called 
Bevenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus« as well as of P. Tebtynis 703, workers 
on Ptolemaic Egypt have long been acquainted with the guiding principles of 
the Ptolemaic economy, and the s t r i c t l y centralized control i n force both for 
agricultural production and for the production of manufactured goods such as 
linen. Unfortunately no similar document giving details of the regulations 
controlling production has survived from earlier times, but the data of 
P. Wilbour are only comprehensible i f understood as reflecting the operation 
of a somewhat similar highly centralized and directed economy* 
The preserved portion of the fievenue Laws deals mainly with the system 
of virtual state monopoly and control of production applied to the manu-
facture of vegetable o i l s , but i t i s quite clear that the same paternal 
* J . P. Mahaffy and B. P. Grenfell, Bevenue Laws of PtoleuQr Philadelphus. 
Oxford, 1896, 
i 3 2 l 
planning extended to almost a l l forms of production, though the ways i n which 
control was enforced varied enormously. As MUe Preaux, in her detailed 
discussion of the Ptolemaic eoononQr, points out, no regular i^stem was 
employed, but each problem was met in the cheapest way, thou^ this v/aa 
sometimes haphazard and lacking theoretical efficiency. Mile Preaux 
appears rather inclined to the old view that most of the Ptolemaic system 
was new with the Hellenistic period, i f not with Philadelphus, but at a 
slightly earlier date Andr^des gave a brilliant exposition on general 
historical grounds of the fact that the economic system of the Ptolemies 
must have been i n operation long before their time* The main basis of his 
argument, which the subsequent publication of P. Wilbour has shown to be well-
founded, i s that i t i s a generally accepted view in economics that when 
institutions are unsystematized, though reasonably efficient for practical 
puirposes, this i s ^  reliable indication that they have been naturally evolved 
over a long period rather than created wholesale* Though more recent 
evidence shows that basically the term "monopolistic" i s a less accurate 
description of the Pharaonic and Ptolemaic economies of Egypt than "regulated", 
monopolies being <a»ly one result of the state direction of the econouy, the 
artic l e of Andreades s t i l l remains immensely valuable as a piece of clear, 
shrewd, historical argument. 
While i t does not f a l l within the terms of reference of this study to 
consider the characteristics of the Ptoloraaio econony as such,it i s very 
* See mL pp. 9i(-371 for an elaborate disquisition on the Ptolemaic syfetea. 
* Melanges Maspero I I (1935-7) pp. 289-295. 
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instructive for our purposes to bear i n mind that many Ptolemaic 
institutions can be directly related to those of an earlier age, though 
they may not correspond exactly, "Fields of Pharaoh" are attested i n the 
great Edfu donation inscription and in Demotic documents as well as in 
P. Wilbour and throughout the New Kingdom, while the »^«l'Ye*'^ *) ^'TT^fftW 
of the Ptolemaic period corresponds closely to the ts prt of P. Wilbour, 
as Gardiner has shown. The tax farmers of Hellenistic times appear to have 
been a new development, but government officia l s such as the cAKOV^yot 
retained agricultural and other duties essentially concerned with the 
administration of the controlled eoononiy like their Egyptian predecessors, 
and continued to be financially responsible for the payment of a fixed 
amount of produce* Ptolemaic farmers had to obtain the necessary animals 
for ploughing from herdsmen controlling the cattle of the temples or the 
king, and P. Lapsing shows that a similar procedure was usual in the New 
Kingdom. 
The present writer i s also convinced that historical parallelism can 
properly be used in other ways to broaden o\xt appreciation of the nature 
of the ancient Egyptian economic structure of the Pharapnic period* For 
instance P, Tebtunis I , published long before the discovery of P. Wilbour, 
shows that i n the early Ptolemaic period royal land ( y?j ^ i i . iXlHjj), 
* Sethe and Partsch. Demotisohe Burgschaftsurkunden, p. 13, IP, Comm. p, I67. 
+ WP Comm. p. 115. For discussion of the nature of the JlctypbL^}^ tflT^gOU 
see PER p, 11?, U. Wiloken, Urkunden der Ptolemaerzeit, I , 110,42 (page 490), 
/ P. Lansing 6, 3-4 published i n Late Egyptian Miscellanies (Biblio. 
Aegypt. 7) by S i r Alan Gardiner, 
(34) 
temple land (y<} ^ ' g ^ ) and y!) i ^ ^ t f i^^that i s land "released" from 
direct royal control, which was composed of private holdings and apparently 
sometimes temple lands, could be treated together in the same admiziistrative 
document. Implying that to some degree they came under the control of a 
oentaralizing agency. 
Unfortunately, however, the erroneous impression was prevalent at the 
time when that papyrus was published that the very nature of Ptolemaic 
institutions of an economic character was fundamentally different from those 
of Pharaonic times, Egyptologists like Breasted preferred to continue to 
thin^ of the New Kingdom temples as more or less independent and self-
governing bodies, and not to r e c o ^ z e the probability that i n the New 
Kingdom likewise a l l lands secular or sacred f e l l within the scope of a 
single state administrative body, though naturally great land-owning 
oozporations like the teii^le of Amenrasonter had elaborate internal admin-
istrative hierarchies also* Indeed even in W when Gardiner recognized 
that incontrovertible proof was now available showing the existence of a 
centralized f i s c a l body contarolling a l l forms of land, he expressed surprise 
that this should be found to be so, and elsewhei^e makes i t dear that he 
considers that there i s a great gulf fixed between the institutions of the 
New Kingdom and those of the Ptolemaic period* The contention w i l l be 
advanced i n this work that his curious reluctance to make use of f u l l e r 
material only available from later pezlods does much to prevent Gardiner 
realizing exactly how much can be established about the late New Kingdom* 
• JSP Comm. p. 25 . 
+ e, g. WP Comm. p. I67. 
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Historical comparisons between the information contained in P. Wilbour 
and documents of later date bring out ma»y points which are not obvious i f 
P, Wilboxir i s considered i n isolation. In W Gardiner drawls attention to 
a New Kingdom inscription, making i t clear that many of the leading admin-
istrators of the ten5)les, i f not a l l , were appointed by the king, but the 
Petition of Petiese i s far more revealing in showing the continuous intrigue 
going on around the king and how a l l the great courtiers sou^t to secure 
the prosperity of their relatives by obtaining rich preferments for them. 
This background makes i t readily intelligible how during the later XXth 
Dynasty the higher posts i n the immensely wealthy temple of Amun at Thebes 
could be almost monopolized by the relatives of Merybaste, a high o f f i c i a l 
of Bamesses I I I , and shows how easily oeiitral control could evaporate under 
a line of kings who could not keep the rapacity of their favourites within 
bounds, 
Helck has shown how during the XlX^h Dynasty there i s reason to suppose 
that the High Priesthood of Andin was sometimes conferred on officials of 
the highest rank as a form of pension, when they were too old for active 
ji 
duties,-and that Herihor appears to have acquired the post i n order to add 
a veneer of respectability to his military rule at Thebes, By this kind 
* W, M. F. Petrde, Tarkhan I and Memphis V, Pis, 79-80, 
+ Publ, F . L l , Griffith, "Catalogue of the Demotic Papyri in the Eylands 
Library at Manchester", 
j& of. liP page 97-101, The aspect of "pensionierung" i s much more developed 
by Helck i n VMNB pp, 311-515, and his views here appear well ju s t i f i e d , 
KP page 130* 
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of means the position which we considered in the Introduction was maintained, 
whereby the enjoyment of a l l posts of emolument was kept within the small 
circle of people who had influence either i n the local administration or 
with the oentzaL government, since anyone who f e l l from favour would be evicted 
from his position. Nevertheless, though in so many ways the temple corpor-
ations were closely dependent on the state admj.nistration, the opinion of 
Stuohevslqr that there was a single temple-royal eobnony, into which a l l the 
revenues of the lands of the great corporations were paid for use as thought 
f i t , does not appear to be in accord with attested facts* There appears 
no conceivable doubt or question from the whole tone of P. Hands I , as well 
as from the mass of other dcnaation inscriptions, that when the king presented. 
real estate to a dei'^, he was conferring a benefit, in order that the 
templ|» coz<poratlon i n question might derive extra income from the present-
ation of the land, receiving either the whole of the revenues or a sub-
stantial portion* Thus the estates of deities corresponded closely to the 
waqf of modem Egypt, which i s a trust territory set aside for the mainten-
ance of a particular family or institution* The idea that the revenues 
of temple estates were not primarily destined for use exclusively by that 
particular institution, but for any use that the state thought f i t , appears 
quite untenable* The Amiens Papyinis shovfs that the dues of the great 
temples were collected by their ovm fleets, and the Griffith Fragnents 
* SIFW page 91 top* 
+ These are published in transcription in RAD. The Axalena Papyrus pp. 1-13* 
The Griffith Fragaents pp* 68-71. see JEA XXVII, 64ff• 
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appear to indicate that — at least i n the f i r s t place — a l l the takings 
were sent to the temple treasuries* A large number of decrees of a l l 
periods from the late Old Kingdom to the downfall of the Ptolemies give 
temples and their staff immunity from the attentions of royal of f i c i a l s , 
who were not allowed to seize either personnel or goods — rights which 
the Egyptian o f f i c i a l possessed when dealing with ordinary citizens. 
Indeed these decrees are usually framed in such generous terms and so 
vaguely, that any o f f i c i a l even of the highest rank would hesitate to 
interfere. 
The situation of the temple corporations, then, was that they were 
corporate administrative bodies set up to take care of the endowments of 
deities, while the secular corporations were established to provide specific 
revenues for particular purposes rather than general use* Thus, as the 
decree of Haremheb at Karnak appears to state, the "landing-places of Pharaoh", 
which comprised small groups of fields, were intended to provide food for 
the king on his annual journey to Thebes (this had been a regular practice 
since the days of Tuthmosis I I I ) , while no doubt the Harem holdings were 
intended to give an assured source of income apart from whatever subventions 
from the Treasury might be available. Why this method of administering 
revenues by granting real estate instead of drawing on central funds was so 
much in vogue i s not immediately obvious, but there can be l i t t l e doubt that 
i t arose in oonneotion with the extremely ancient custom of giving donations 
of land to secure funerary endowments for the services on behalf of the dead. 
• Of, S i r Alan Gardiner, "The Nauri Decree" in JEA 38, 24 f f . 
+ Published by Wolfgang Helck in ZAS 80, pp, 109-136. See Plate 10.L.27ff. 
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and was directed towards the permanent security of the deities or persons 
* 
affected* Thus the view expressed by liTme Lourie i s basically correct that 
the tentple or other i n s t i t u t i o n at the head of each paragraph i n Text A of 
P. Wilbour Hjust have been the primaiy recipient of the dues of the lands i n 
that paragraph. 
To leave our conclusions at that would, however, be to paint a false 
picture* I n addition to giving charters of immunity from molestation by 
the officers of state to the temples, any good king was expected to lay*down 
s t r i c t rules concerning the way temple revenues should be administered, and 
the divine services carried out* In this the strongly theocratic and 
religious character of the ancient Egyptian state comes to the fore: the king 
was regarded as a god himself, and one of his most important duties to the 
conmiunity was to act as a l i n k with the divinities, seeing that the interests 
of the gods were protected on earth so that they ±a their turn would be 
gracious to Egypt* Moreover, favoured or veiy important temples were not 
expected to l i v e on their endowment lands entirely, but could expect to 
receive boiintiful donations from the king from the revenues of lands pre-
sumably not belonging to any waqf. i.e. from the general state revenues. 
Some of these donations of com and other goods were specifically made to 
allow the lengthening of festivals, and so i t would appear probable that 
* Review of W by I . M. Lourie i n mi (1955) No. 1, pp. 102-107. 
•«• Harnesses I I I i n his record of benefactions i n P. Harris I makes repeated 
references to the way i n which he l a i d down regulations for the proper 
administration of the temples (see e.g. Harris PI 57, line 9). 
j6 For complete l i s t of these donations of Harnesses I I I see P. Hands 
Facsimile PI. 70, L.3 - PI. 74. 
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succeeding kings would f i n d themselves under a strong obligation to 
continue them. 
Furthermore, the very existence of comprehensive l i s t s of waqfs i n 
particular areas of Egypt — i t w i l l he seen below that Text A of P. Wilbour 
is v i r t u a l l y such shows quite inoontrovertibly, as mentioned above, that 
i n addition to their administratitm being subject to rules l a i d down by the 
state, they were pa r t i a l l y administered by a central co-ordinating body* 
Perhaps waqf lands l i k e other lands i n Egjrpt were subject to taxation, or to 
irregular levies by this administrative authority. I n any event one can be 
confident that the allocation of the ts vrt or sowing-order, laying dovm what 
crops temple lands were to grow, as was also done with other lands, was 
arranged at this national level, t h o u ^ no doubt persons of very great 
iu^ortance i n the administration of waqf lands, suoh as Usima.x<Snakhte, the 
Steward of Amun, would have a great say i n making the airangements. One 
can be certain also that the arrangements whereby local magnates, prophets, 
mayors of towns, and anny officers stationed i n that area were appointed to 
look after the far-flung estates of the great temples, were made at this 
h i ^ e s t level* We have no means of knoviing exactly what officers of state 
constituted the central economic planning board, but the view of Gardiner 
that the whole of the taxation system was under the direction of the o f f i c i a l 
* I t i s rather d i f f i c u l t to see how Gardiner i n W Coram, can be so 
confident that this was so. See p, 207, 
+ Cf. P. Harris PI. 57, 8 end. 
known as xS*'i n ^ t does not seem tenable, t hou^ probably this officer was of 
very great importance and certainly had much wider duties than the task of 
erecting obelisks. I n any case the weight of the evidence would, seem to 
suggest that the central authority was concerned with the whole organization 
of the agricultural economy, and not simply with the taxation of the land. 
One further fact showing clearly that temples were far from t o t a l l y 
independent of each other should be mentioned. I n one out of three instances 
i n P, Wilbour, as Sir Alan Gardiner has demonstrated, where an institution 
i s found holding non-apportioning domain — that i s land run for the benefit 
of the in s t i t u t i o n i t s e l f , not bgr arrangement with tenants whereby they work 
the land i n return for a share i n the proceeds — a f i n a l clause i s found stating 
that another institution i s entitled to an amount of com equivalent to 7,3^ 
of the figures given. Such lands also occur accredited to the estate ( j ^ ) 
of the i n s t i t u t i o n entitled to the smaller share by a type of double book-
keeping. 
* See discussion i n VMNR pp, Ik3-lk5» The fact that the t i t l e was borne by 
Usimarfeakhtes who was also steward of the king and of Aown, and one of the 
most influential people i n the country, f u l l y demonstrates itsio^oirtanoe, 
+ Posh-entries of Il^ ype A i n Gardiner*s terminology, W Comm. p. 58, 
/ P5sh-entries of Ol^ ype B of Gardiner, W Comm, p. 39* These entries do not 
treat this category of land quite as i f i t were f u l l y i n the possession 
of the temple receiving the smaller share of the proceeds, but rather as 
i f i t were made available to the temple receiving the larger share. 
During the earlier part of this section a f a i r l y complete picture has 
been b u i l t up of the role of the temples in the higher economy and p o l i t i c s 
of ancient Egypt, and of the coterie of persons of wealth and power centred 
around the family of the great Merybaste, a favourite of Harnesses I I I and 
administrator of his funerary temple, who managed to obtain for themselves 
the right to participate i n the administration of the wealth of Egypt. 
To such men, who stood high i n the favour of the kings, and held impox*tant 
positions i n the central administration, the great temples and the funerary 
temples of the kings, set up as land-owning corporations within but neverthe-
less apart from the main mechanism of the directed econony, offered welcome 
stipends, both f o r themselves and their relatives. During the energetic 
reign of Harnesses I I I the ambitions of these courtiers had probably been kept 
i n check, but i t appears l i k e l y that during the next two reigns their hold 
on the country was consolidated, and by the time of Harnesses IX the H i ^ 
Priest of Amiin Amenhotpe, son of the High Priest Ramessenakhte, of the period 
of P. Wilbour, could indulge i n gestures which showed that he considered 
himself almost the equal of the king* No doubt this assertion of a degree 
of independence was great]^ helped by the autonomous position of Thebes 
which from the Middle Kingdom had a separate administration and ranked as 
a second capital. The influence of the house of Merybaste in the person of 
the High Priest Amenhotpe seems to have persisted some while into the reign 
of Hamesses XI when military intervention (which w i l l be studied below) 
brought a new factor into the situation. 
* See G. Lefebvis, "Inscriptions conoe3mant les ^ snds-^rfetres Home-Roy et 
Amenhot^p". See Inscriptions 11 and 12 for his unprecedented pride i n 
having himself depicted at Kamak on the same scale as Ramesses IX. 
So far i t has been clearly established that i n Text A of P. Wilbour 
there occur domains belonging both to a l l kinds of temples, from great 
national fanes l i k e that of Amenrasonter to small chapels, and to various 
secular corporations such as the royal Harem and the "landing-places of 
Pharaoh, The one common factor uniting a l l these lands (with the problem-
atic exception of small quantities of khato-land of Pharaoh discussed below 
i n the more detailed consideration of P. Wilbour i n Section 3) i s that a l l 
can be regarded as waqf. devoted to the needs of one particular i n s t i t u t i w i 
rather than to the general requirements of the national exchequer. 
Realization of this point brings out one of the great problems i n the study 
of ancient Egyptian agricultural economics, which, however, no writer so f a r 
haa adequately appreciated, namely the degree to which the whole land of 
Egypt was parcelled out into waqfs designed for the maintenance of particular 
institutions sacred or profane. 
* 
Professor Pairraan has demonstrated that the lands catalogued i n Text A 
of P. Wilbour can only be a very small portion of the entire cultivable area 
within the zone covered by the survey, but avoids the problem whether this 
was the sum to t a l of waqf land i n the area, by his observation that on 
occasion the ancient Egyptians practised summer cultivation on the most 
suitable lands, ^or him Text A i s only a record of the lands on which a 
second harvest could be raised. The implication that i f P. Wilbour was a 
record of the ordinary winter harvest, a l l the cultivated land within the 
area woxad be included, i s nowhere made explicit, but i s plainly fundamental 
to Fairman's view of the document. 
* JEA 39 pp. 119-120, 
Though the dates at the head of each section of Text A appear to favour 
the view of Falrman, there are almost insuperable arguments against his theory, 
* 
Gardiner has established that the vast majority of the lands of Text A consist 
of Myt-land, which i s by definition land lying high above the Nile floods, 
unlike the small quantities of mjwt-land mentioned, which would have been the 
land annually "renewed" by the r i v e r , Stuohevsky, moreover, has gone far to 
show that the small plots of land named i n "apportioning" domain i n text A 
must usually have been of a much lower quality than the ordinary arable land* 
I t would appear almost certain that i t would have been t o t a l l y impracticable 
to raise a summer harvest on such land, 'She logical conclusion to reach 
wotuLd seem to be that Text A i s intended to be a contplete register of wagfs 
in the area concerned, but not to include other types of land which were not 
under this form of entail, whose revenues went for the general purposes of the 
state. The cozrectness of this conclusion seems to be established, since 
only small quantities of khato-land of Pharaoh, most of which seem to have a 
definite connection with a wagf. are mentioned i n Text A, whereas i n Text B, 
which i s an exclusive register of khato-land i n much the same area, vast extra 
quantities of this type of land occur* Furthermore i t seems i n f i n i t e l y 
preferable to assume that "fields of Pharaoh", the royal estate proper. 
* WP Comm. p. 28, mlwt and k^yt lands are never contrasted i n P. Wilbour, 
Text A, but the Ptolemaic parallel cited there from Brugsch seems to confirm 
that the same type of contrast existed i n earlier times, 
+ SIPW pp. 92-3. 
seldom became part of waqfs. rather than to suppose that a l l that remained 
of this estate were a few plots on'landing-places of Pharaoh"(in any case 
this is disproved by Text B, where "fields of Pharaoh" are often mentioned). 
From this discussion one almost inescapable conclusion of the greatest 
importance emerges. Since "fields of Pharaoh", khato-land of Pharaoh, 
and min^-land of Pharaoh are almost completely omitted from Text A except 
where they stand i n demonstrable connection with some w;aqf. while Text B 
is an exclusive survey of khato-land. a specialized form of royal estate, 
there can be no reasonable doubt that when land surveys, like that of which 
P, Wilbour forms a part, were decided upon, a l l types of land were not 
measured by the same team, but separate registers of each of the main 
qualities of land were made. This interpretation of the nature of Text A 
as only including waqf lands, and Text B as only including khato-land. 
eaqplains why the fields cited i n P. Wilbour should only be so small a 
proportion of the whole cultivable area, and f i n a l l y disposes of the un-
+ 
l i k e l y argument of Helck that because "fields of Pharaoh" are hardly mentioned 
i n P. Wilbour, the xvyal estate must have almost disappeared before this 
period. Such fields are mentioned i n the insczdption of Peniie at Aniba 
of the reign of Harnesses VI, and the magnificent donations of com made 
by Harnesses I I I to the teraples only some ten years before the date of 
* Helck VMNR pp. 111-113 makes the assumption that i n the reign of 
Ramesses V royal estate had almost disappeared, but this view i s 
d i f f i c u l t to j u s t i f y by factual evidence, 
see previous note. 
(45) 
P. Wilbour can only suggest that large estates were at his disposal. 
Indeed the survival of considerable royal estates under the same name u n t i l 
the Ptolemaic period argues extremely cogently against the supposition 
that this type of land had ever virtually disappeared. 
The separation of royal land from khato-land and from the waqf 
domains accredited to various land-owning corpomtlons for survey purposes 
can only suggest that, xinder the Ranessides as under the Ptolemies, the 
royal domain proper was administered by special o f f i c i a l s , and gives some 
indication of the complex structure required to keep the ancient Egyptian 
"regulated" econony i n operation. This view of the function of P. Wilbour 
as an administrative rather than a tax document may also add pla u s i b i l i t y 
to the theory that the figures i n the papyrus are rather estimates of 
expected yield than assessments of tax. However, since so l i t t l e i s 
known concerning the functioning of the ancient system, such speculations 
cannot pass beyond mere hypothesis. 
From this point i t w i l l be valtiable to move on to consider more 
f u l l y the data given by P. Wilbour concerning land tenure on the estates 
of the great land-owning corporations and i n the khato-land of Pharaoh, 
Gardiner uses a complicated terminology to describe the different;types 
of holding i n Text A, but here for the sake of uniformity the simplified 
(46) 
terminology of Stuchevsky w i l l be generally followed. 
In view of what has been said earlier i n this section concerning 
the way i n which high posts within the administration of the temples were 
used as extra rewards f o r favoured officials and their relatives, one i s 
not surprised to see that the same system of appointment extended apparently 
to the choice of administrators to take charge of the scattered "domains" 
of temples and other institutions, which sometimes, particularly i n the case 
of the wealthiest of the temples, l i k e that of Amenrasonter, were spread 
a l l over Egypt, Sometimes a group of of f i c i a l s was placed i n charge of 
domains, but usually a single prominent person was given this kind of charge; 
there can be l i t t l e doubt that this type of appointment was essentially 
personal, and not attached directly to the main office of the holder, though 
* SIPff pp, 79-80, Some explanation of this terminology may be useful here, 
"Sype A paragraphs of Stuchevsky correspond to the non-apportioning 
domain of Gardiner (see WP Comm. p. 55) including posh-entries of type A 
where these occur (W Comm. p. 57). !type B paragraphs correspond to the 
p5sh or "apportioning" entries of type B of Gardiner {W Comm. p. 58), 
!^ ype C paragraphs i n this work correspond not only to the pSsh-entries of 
type C of Gardiner, but also to the holdings on "apportioning domain" pr 
"appojrtioned harvest-taxes" i n the hands of private persons which as 
Gardiner established, on page 59 of Comm., are treated i n a very 
similar way, 
+ Gardiner after discussion decides to use this term to describe these 
administrative groupings of f i e l d s . I t should be understood that the 
fields were not necessarily contiguous. 
on the death of an administrator of this soirt the charge would devolve on 
his deputy i n office u n t i l the land could be re-allocated. Naturally 
the H i ^ X^est of hmn Ramessenakhte (during the reign of Ramesses I I I 
known as Usimai'feakhte) and his son Usimai^akhte (to be identified with 
the steward of Aiman Ramessenakhte of the Amiens Papyrus) recur prominently 
i n this context i n P. Wilbour, where i n Text B Usimai'^akhte i s found i n 
control of considerable quantities of khato-land of Pharaoh, Other high 
o f f i c i a l s i n the central administration, either serving or retired, also 
occur i n this context, but generally appointments of this sort seem to have 
gone to local worthies such as mayors of towns and prophets of local temples. 
Generally speaking, however, people of considerable influence did not 
take direct charge of the management of the land, which was under the charge 
of subordinates of lower social status. Probably these people were 
appointed by the controller of the land, and they appear on some occasions 
•I-
to have controlled a considerable amount of land i n different plots. 
Probably the main function of the greater personnages was supervisory and 
to protect their subc^dinates. Perhaps also they served as guare-ntors f o r 
the harvest lik e the tax farmers of Hellenistic times. There appears to 
be no evidence to j u s t i f y the conclusion of Stuohevslsy that Type A and B 
holdings belonged to the persons named at the head of each paragraph, or 
* See e.g. P. Wilbour, Text A 29, 2-3. 
+ S ^ p. 82-3, 
/ For an account of the hazards that could beset a subordinate see the 
model l e t t e r Anastasi VI, 7 f f . Such dependents might not only administer 
land, but control v/orkshops etc. 
that they were leased to the people of lesser degree who carried out the 
work. Indeed the attested fact that when administrators of these "types 
of land died the lands temporarily passed to their deputies and not to their 
children, presumably u n t i l i t was re-allocated, whereas the rights to the 
small plots of type C passed to the holders' children, seems to show clearly 
that i n spite of the similarity i n form between holdings of type B and type 
Of there was a fundamental difference i n the form of land tenure. Holders 
of type A and B plots remained administrators whether they were of the 
higher or the lower rank, and worked the land on behalf of temples perhaps 
very largely by serf-labour. Most of the proceeds of the land seem to have 
gome to the owning corporation and probably the o f f i c i a l s were i n some way 
salaried for their services. Holders of small plots of Type C land were 
tenants working the land for a share of the proceeds, and paying compara-
tively l i g h t taxes. The difference of status between the great admini-
strators of land together with their subordinates who supervised the 
cultivation of the land, and the holders of Type C plots i s further indicated 
by the occasional evidience showing that the supervisory functions of the 
of f i c i a l s included not only holdings of Types A and B, but also extended t o 
the control of the holders of Type C plots. 
* See e.g. P. Wilbour, A. 56, 40. 
+ The details of the assessment system w i l l be treated below i n Section 3. 
jS for examples of the same functionary supervising non-appoirtioning 
domain of Types A and B^  and also "apportioned harvest-taxes" C^m) - f o r 
Stuchevslsy of type C - e.g. P. Wilbour, A 12, 20 - 15, 16 & 38 , 40-39rl4. 
For an administrator of Apportioning Domain see i d . 55, 10-27* 
Though the indications are that the holders of Typo 0 plots were perhaps 
only "service-tenants" on temple land with restricted rights, the evidence 
of P. Wilbour makes i t quite clear that they had established the right to 
hereditary possession of their l i t t l e plots, whether or not this had 
originally been theirs. I t should here be observed that Stuchevsky regards 
their rights as f a l l i n g f ar short of private ovmership i n the Marxist 
terminology, since i n his view they did not have f u l l rights to dispose of 
their land, but a l l this side of the question i s very obscure, and attempts 
to compare the exceedingly different ancient system with modem practices 
do not produce useful results. 
Probably the holders of type C lands were generally referred to as 
nmhy. that i s , freemen or freeholders, but there i s a certain amo;mt of 
evidence showing that there was also another class of private landowner 
enjoying many more rights and probably holding larger amounts of ground i n 
spite of the strong tendency i n the ancient Egyptian system for privately 
held plots to be: swallowed up. Probably most of these holdings had been 
granted by the king i n return f o r services from the royal estates or lands 
which had lapsed from the domains of the land-holding corporations, and i t 
would seem that they were subject to some form of taxation. Frequently 
such grants of land appear to have been entailed i n one family "from son to 
some and heir to heir" iioplying that they could not be disposed of, and i n 
the event of the extinction of the family would presumably revert to the 
* SIPW p. 85 Note 37. 
+ Cf, VMNR pp. 122-123. 
(-50) 
* 
Crown, The Inscription of Mes gives a considerable amount of information 
about orie such family possession which was entailed i n the family of one 
Neshi, who lived i n the reign of Amasis I , and the quarrels of his 
descendants over possession of the property between the reigns of Akhnaten 
and Hamesses I I , when the writer Mes managed to conclude the a f f a i r by 
successful legal action* 
The independent character of these holders of land i s shown by the 
inscription, since apparently a l l the oases i n the long legal proceedings, 
and certainly the lawsuit of Mes, were taken direct to the Vizier without 
any o f f i c i a l s of the landowning corporations being involved* I t would 
appear that the only records of tax paid i n past years, which were called 
f o r , were kept i n the Taxation Department at Tanis, and thiis, coupled with 
the fact that P. Valen^ay I states explicitly that certain ninhy resident at 
Elephantine at the end of the XXth J^ynasty paid their taxes direct to the 
Treasury, leads to the supposition that direct payment of taxes was the 
regular procedure* Unfortunately there is no means of estimating how great 
was the area of this I h t n n ^ held by private persons i n relation to the 
domains of the great corporations, but the r a r i t y of references to this 
type of freeholding, possessors of which were i n a much more independent 
position than the holders of Type C plots i n P. Wilbour, can give some 
presumptive evidence to suggest that they were rather uncommon i n the New 
* Published by Gardiner i n Sethe, Untersuchungen 3, Leipzig. 1905, 
+ Gardiner, A- Protest against unjustified Tax-Demands, in RE 6, 15 f f , 
^so translated i n WP Comm, Postscript, 
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Kingdom, However, the Dakhla Stela of the reign of Sesonchis I , very 
capably studied by Gardiner, shows that a few centuries later, at least 
i n the region of that oasis, the water sources were recognized as being 
clearly divided between those belonging to the king and those belonging 
to nn^. who had f u l l rights of possession. I t i s probable that the 
comparative decline of the controlled economy of the New Kingdom had allowed 
some tenants to shake off the control of the corporations which owned their 
land, and by the Ptolemaic period private farms were becoming very common, 
while i n other cases the control of the temple probably amovmted to no more 
than the right to demand a t i t h e . However, there i s no lack of material 
to show the abiding importance of the land-ovmlng corporations, and the 
roypl. estates i n the period under study, and thou^ mby might manage to 
acquire plots larger than those of type C i n P. Wilbour, on land of better 
quality, there are indications that only a few managed to shed their 
obligations completely. 
The tenant-farmers described by the stela of Ewerot, son of Osorkon I 
and Higjh Priest of Amun at Thebes during the last part of the reign of his 
* Spiegelberg, ET 21, pp, 12-21j Gardiner, The Dakhleh Stela, JEA 19.p. 19 f f . 
+ Cf, The London Bilingual Papyrus, published G r i f f i t h , PSBA 14, p. 63 f f . 
where the Demotic text mentions the dependence of a property on the temple 
of Amen-R^ '^  but the Greek text ignores i t as imimportant. See also the 
Greek docket to P. Rylands. XV for same impx^ssion, 
)i Legrain, ZAS 35 pp. 13-l6»Erman i b . 19-24 BAR. IV {795. Breasted dates 
Ewerot to the XXIIIrd Dynasty, but W, Hayes has shown convincingly that 
he must have been the son of Osorkon I , See JEA 34 pp, 47-50, 
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father and the earliest years of the reign of his brother Takelot I , 
appear certainly to have enjoyed considerable holdings, and were mostly 
members of the priesthood of Amen-RS*i This exceedingly interesting 
inscription records that i n year ten of his father the young prince 
Ewerot, then presumably a junior prophet of Amun assisting his brother, 
the H i ^ Priest Sheshonq, received from his father a personal donation 
* 
of land i n the estate of AnSxn i n which his father had bought him perpetual 
rights. At the time of purchase a l l of the land, which was partially 
of good quality and pa r t i a l l y aj^ txA, apparently meaning"bu3hy and not 
of the best standard", was held by a number of priestly tenants holding 
considerable acreages of ground whose value is quoted i n the inscription. 
These people were allowed to remain i n possession after the whole area 
was made over to Ewerot, who presumably received a portion of the yield 
for himself, perhaps the part which had been paid to the temple before 
his father bought i t out. The occasion of the erection of the Stela was 
when Ewerot f e l t the approach of old age, and wished to give peiroanent 
form to his bequest of the land i n question to his son Khamwise to the 
* The idea of kings purchasing rights in temple corporations for their 
relatives does not appear to liave been strange to the Egyptians, but 
does not imply i n the judgement of the writer that temple land was 
saleable to ordinary people, Cf. I . Harari, La Nature de l a St'&le 
de Donation de Fonotion du Rol Ahmosis 1^  la Reine Ahmes-Nefertarl. 
ASAE 56 (1959) pp. 139-201, 
+ Cf. W Comm. p. 29. Note 1 particularly Gardiner's bracketed reservation. 
There seems no reason why tn? land should be of extremely bad quality. 
m 
exclusion of his other sons and his brothers. Presumably this was to 
stop the land passing with the h i ^ priestly possessions to his successor 
i n office, his brother Smendes, 
Stuohevsky, as mentioned above, though accentuating unduly the 
character of the administrators of 3^ ype A and B plots i n P. Wilbour as 
private land-holders, i s inclined to minimise the rights of possession 
enjoyed by holders of H^ ype C plots. Although he admits that P. Wilbour 
shows conclusively that land of this kind could change hands, he denies 
that the evidence i s sijffioient to prove that this was by some foarm of 
sale. The Ewerot Stela, however, i n which each of the pieces of land 
mentioned i s quoted with i t s value i n silver, seems to prove that already 
at that time land-rights were re^rded as a saleable commodity even i f 
i n ordinary transactions, unlike the donation made to prince Ewerot, 
there could be no question of buying out the rights of the owning temple, 
which would continue to be the ultimate possessor of the land with a 
claim to a share i n i t s revenue. Perhaps the apparent tendency, demon-
strated i n the Ewerot Stela, for "apportioned" lands to f i n d themselves 
i n the hands of a comparatively few prosperous farmers at the beginning 
of the XXIInd Dynasty, rather than i n the hands of the numerous subsistence 
farmers of scanty plots attested i n P. Wilbour, can be eacplained on 
economic grounds. I t may have been the case that, as i n the troubled 
years of the later Ptolemies, the ordinary fellahin with l i t t l e stake i n 
the land were inclined to decamp at the slightest provocation, leaving 
* SHW pp, 85-86. 
-(54)_ 
vast areas of land uncultivated. Then the only way to have the land 
tended at a l l would "be to offer sizeable portions on easy terras to whoever 
was willing to undertake the responsibility with the attendant burden of 
taxation, whioh i t might be by no means easy to meet i f the land was i n 
a veiy bad state, or farm-labourers in short supply. 
The theory of Stuchevslty that since the land-rights of teiqples were 
more fundamental than the rights of individuals and took precedence over 
thjsm, holders of temple lands were not allowed to dispose of them to 
persons not in the service of the same temple-complex, i s interesting, 
and no doubt i t was general practice not to do so* However, the evidence 
proves that this cannot be turned into an universal principle. The 
temples by no means enjoyed complete administrative autonony: their 
fields were often managed by persons such as prophets of small temples, 
mayors of towns, and military men, who stood outside their own administrative 
framework. Moreover, many soldiers are found in P, Wilbour in possession 
of Type C plots, whioh were presumably allocated to them for their services 
to the state, not to the land-owning corporations. I t seems, certain 
then that allocation of plots of land was done on a general basis rather 
than by each temple, and dependence on a particular temple was not a 
necessary condition for holding land on i t s estates. To this extent 
Stuchevsky's appellation "conditional service-tenants", applied to holders 
of D^ ype C lands, i s a misnomer. 
This part of section 2, dealing with the general character of ancient 
Egyptian institutions and the materials which make possible their recon-
struction, would not be complete without some brief reference to the 
* SIPW page 85« 
position of movable goods. Here, i n spite of the highly developed 
controls which directed land-tenure and usage and a l l forms of production, 
keeping craftsmen in s t r i c t dependence on the state and the great landed 
institutions, the principle of private ownership seems to have been fully 
accepted at a l l periods of ancient Egyptian history, perhaps because a i ^ 
other system would have been in^ossible to operate* The Will of Naunakhte 
shows clearly that at the beginning of the period imder study any free 
citizen had the right to bequeath his goods by w i l l , and that they were 
his absolute possession. As )^emy points out, however, in his art i c l e , 
there are points in the Will of Naunakhte which suggest that regulations 
were drawn up by the omnipresent partemal state laying donn that sons 
were entitled to a share of their parents* estate, and daughters also had 
a claim i f they had helped to support their parents i n old age. ^exny 
draws attention to the fact that Herodotus says that such a system was 
in operation during the Persian period i n Egypt, and suggests that the 
practice was already followed i n Ramesside times. One may suspect also 
that the complicated procedure for dividing house-properties, attested 
in many Demotic documents, so that each child would have somewhere he 
could l i v e or build a house, i f he wished, on his father's establishment, 
was already i n operation^ but no written records of what was essentially 
a very transitory arrangement seem to have been kept in the period under 
study. 
* Cemy, The Will of Naunakhte and other Related Documents. JEA 31, 
PP# 29-53. 
+ Herodotus, Book I I , Euterpe, 
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In this section the economic and social framework of ancient Egypt 
has been treated i n a genea^al way to show what source materials are 
available, and what basic conclusions may be reached concerning i t s 
nature. The details of the assessments i n P. Wilbour and of other 
related documents w i l l be considered much more fully in Section 3* 
Section 4 w i l l treat the factors of an order more specifically social 
than economic in greater detail than has been attempted here. I t would, 
however, be inappropriate to conclude this section without some brief 
reference to the social changes which occurred between the reiga. of 
Harnesses XI and the end of the XXIInd dynasty. 
During the study of the position in the period immediately sub-
sequent to the death of Harnesses I I I the impression has come very much to 
the fore that while such people as the High Priest Amenhotpe nominally 
continued to asknowledge the suzerainty of the Ramessides, the real abili-t^ 
of the royal house to exercise control in the south was gradually evaporating, 
apparently owi»g to their lack of any active interest in vrhat happened 
at Thebes, Under Ra^esses XI the decline of national consciousness and 
unity which had been proceeding quietly over the years since the great 
age of foreign wars drew to a close, becomes suddenly more obvious, and 
the failure of any attempt to counter the separatist tendencies led 
immediately to the growth within Egypt of regional governors, more or less 
independent of the king, who backed their claim to power with the possession • 
of private armies, Penhasi, the King's Son of Gush, who removed the 
H i ^ Priest Amenhotpe from office by force in or about year 12 of 
Ramesses XI, thou^ nominally loyal to the king, may well have done this 
at his own initiative, and certainly installed himself as military 
dictator of Upper Egypt for a number of years, Hril^or, who perhaps 
drove Penhasi from Thebes at the w3.sh of the king, appears similarly to 
have used the opportunity to advance his personal position, taking for 
himself also the heritage of Amenhotpe by becoming High Priest of Anian, 
and calling himself on occasion by the t i t l e s King's Son of Cush and 
Vizier, Indeed his arrogance eventually became so great that he had . 
himself depicted at Ka-malc as king. By the time of his death i n or before 
year 7 of whm-mswt. his power was so far consolidated that -he was able to 
hand on his posts as High Priest and military ruler of Thebes to his son 
Piankh, though the latter never claimed royal honours. 
The history of the period between the XXIst and XXVth Dynasties oan 
only be understood i f i t i s realized that during this time the notion 
became generally accepted even by the kings themselves that the great 
ci t i e s of Egypt should be governed by serai-hereditaty high priestly rulers 
rather th8,n by officials directly dependent on the central authorities. 
No attempt seems to have been made to stamp out of existence these petty 
* Cf .GHP ^p, 302-3 and 313-4. In the latter pages Gardiner, following the 
opinion of J , l5emy, concludes that in a l l probability the foe that 
Piankh, the son of Hri^or, was fighting in Nubia v^ as the recalcitrant 
governor of CUsh Penhasi, who had earlier rebelled and presvunably been 
removed f3X)ia Thebes by force. There i s , however, no definite evidence to 
show whether this rebellion really occurred, or that PerOjasi was the 
opponent of Piankh, and one i s well advised to be extremely cautious 
in making conjectures in the scanty light of modem knowledge of this 
particular subject. 
i t had been for two centuries. The position of strength of the kingship 
was not, however, veiy durable, Osorkon I I seems to have been worried at 
* 
the possibility of conflict between his descendants, and under Takelot I I 
a long series of c i v i l wars broke out, interspersed with temporary settle-
ments. Already, following the practice of the Theban H i ^ Priests of 
the XXIst dynasty, the High Priest Harsiese had used the royal cartouche 
during the early part of the reign of Osorkou I I , and duzlng the last part 
of the XXIInd dynasty vaxlous claimants to royally are found using the 
f u l l titulary. I t i s perhaps, however, a mistake to take rc^al t i t l e s 
too seriously at this time in Egyptian history, and mai^ of the supposed 
kings of the period may really have acknowledged the rule of the main house 
of the XXIInd Dynasty, The real end of the period did not come until the 
process of dissolution had gone so far as to make Egypt legitimate prey 
for an able warrior to seize power by rebellion within the country or for 
external invasion. This happened when TefnaMite brou^the long rule 
* See R, Caminos. Chronicle of Prince Osorkon p, 172, The inscription 
concerned i s in the Festival Hall at Bubastis discovered by Naville, 
in "The Festival Hall of Osorkon I I at Bubastis", p i , 6. frag. 9. 
•f This i s to accept the commonly held view that the XXIIIrd Dynasty kings 
were largely contemporary with the Ijate XXIInd Pynasty, Unfortunately, 
apart from chronological arguments which can be notoriously misleading, 
no real proof of this i s available. The state of the question depends 
very largely on the number of years whioh must be allotted to the 
XXIIIrd Dynasty, 
/ Cf. The remarks of Gardiner on the claims of Hrihor to be a real king, 
C r ^ p. 304. This approach can be adopted to a l l the "rois f a i n ^nts" 
of the end of the period under study. 
of the XXIInd Dynasty to an end at Memphis, and Kashta and PiankM invaded 
the country from the South, 
In this section an attempt has been made to give a f a i r yet sympathetic 
outline of the social and economic structure of ancient Egypt, particularly 
as manifested in the period under study. This investigation i s specially 
interesting since the Pharaohs were the f i r s t rnilers to attempt organi~ 
zation of human society on the grand scale. Since Egypt was s t i l l a 
rather primitive agricultural country, the controls were frequently of a 
crude character certain to lead at ai?y period of weak government to the 
wholesale oppression of the primaiy pyoducers, whose only claim to consid-
eration rested on the fact that i f they were not protected, the revenues 
of the land would suffer. The i l l i t e r a t e and backward character of the 
vast mass of the population meant that the revenues of the country were 
managed with one primary object, namely to secure the maximum income for 
the king and the small literate administrative class which carried on the 
government of Egypt. There were, however, many compensating factors. 
Though the fellahin might be the victims of rapacious tax-collectors, or 
be carried off without warning to do military service or forced labour, 
i t was in the interest of the authorities to control gratuitous oppression, 
since i t would lead to a loss of productive capacity and the danger of 
rebellion. The Charters of Immunity granted to temples were, as has been 
seen, intended to protect their staffs from the officers of the king, and 
one may be certain that the operations of these persons on the royal 
domains were similarly kept in check. 
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Despite the corruption whioh has surrounded oriental government 
from time immemorial, the ancient Egyptians had a developed ethical sense 
quite apart from any economic considerations, and kings and magistrates 
recognized their obligation to deal justly with a l l classes of the 
populace rich or poor, though i t was generally realized that at law the 
man of influence had the great advantage. Moreover, the system gave 
intenial peace for long periods, and kept away the danger of foreigi 
conquest for centuries. The conclusion then seems to be obligatory 
that the ancient Egyptian system, which derived i t s exceptional stability 
from the institution of the divine kingship, was well suited to meet the 
needs of Egypt by providing the means whereby an educated governing class 
could grow and be maintained, a large measure of protection and security 
for the mass of the population be guaranteed, and the proper use of the 
agricultural resources of Egypt be secured. The abuses were those which 
are characteristic of primitive societies today, and which can never be 
wholly eradicated in any form of social organization. 
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Section 3. 
A MILLER CONSIDERATION OP THE ECONOMIC DATA AVAILABLE FROM PAPYRUS WILBOUR 
AND OTHER EVIDENCE OF THE PERIOD UNDER STUDY 
Since this section w i l l consist largely in the further investi^tion 
of the economic phenomexia touched upon in the preceding Section, in the 
light particularly of P, Wilbour, before proceeding with further more 
detailed study i t may be of advantage to consider briefly what facts have 
been clearly established in this work with regard to the ancient Egyptian 
economic structure, so that f u l l e r enquiry may be made on that basis. 
Section 2 has drawn upon material of a l l sorts both of a st r i c t l y contempor-
aneous period with that under study, and from earlier and later periods 
where this appeared appropriate, in an effort to build Up a compendious 
picture, so far as that may be possible. Plentiful use has been made of 
the Ptolemaic evidence in building up this picture, though the view has 
been taken throughout that the published works on the Ptolemaic economic 
system need considerable rethinking in the light of the vast new amounts 
of Egyptian material of earlier periods now available. Resurveying of 
the Ptolemaic period as such would undoubtedly yield a great deal more 
than has been noticed above, which would be of great value for the better 
understanding of ancient Egyptian institutions, but that would be a 
separate study in i t s e l f , which could not well be undertalcen in this work. 
Instead, an attempt has been made to show only that the theory of i n s t i -
tutional continuity to a h i ^ degree between Pharaonic and Ptolemaic times 
i s f u l l y tenable, although this has not been generally recognized. 
Following upon this i t has been taken as legitimate to use Ptolemaic 
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material v/ith due circumspection, bearing in mind the changes that must 
certainly have taken place over the centuries, to f i l l in some gaps in 
our knowledge of the earlier Egypt, 
By the use of a l l this material i t has been possible to build up a 
picture of the ancient Egyptian system whioh i s i n broad outline satis-
factory, though as yet no attempt has been made to discuss what may be 
learnt in greater detail. This section is designed to contain a much 
ful l e r discussion of the data particularly of an economic order available 
from P. Wilbour and the other documentation. 
Si r Alan Gardiner recognized that the P. Wilbour showed that in the 
reign of Ramesses V such great estates as that of the temple of Amen-E^ 
at Kamak were treated for assessment purposes, presumably for the purpose 
of taxation, essentially like those of the smallest shrines of Egypt, 
though there v/ere certain di-fferenoes in the method of calculating the 
revenues. This implied to him that the fields of a l l the great corporations 
must have been under the Cye of the same taxing authority, which must have 
been the government, since P, V/ilbour includes fields belonging not only 
to ecclesiastical corporations, but to secular ones such as the Harem at 
* Gardiner, WP Commentary, page 59, Posh-entries type C, thinks that 
small shrines were allotted small holdings on the estates of the great 
temples on the same basis as private persons. I t certainly appears 
clear that they did not maintain estate administrations like those of 
the great temples. For a nev^  discussion of the position of these 
small holdings on estate land see belovf in this section. 
Mi-wer, which are treated in the Papyrus on a similar basis, Stuohevslgr 
took the matter further by averring that there v/as an integrated temple-
royal econQn!y,*iraplying presumably by this that at iea.st in theory the 
land-ovming corporations were regarded as in a sense part of the machinery 
of government. In this study i t has been fotind necessary to modify and 
qualify somewhat this rather sweeping statement of Stuchevsky by drawing 
to attention the indisputable fact that the waqfs of the temple-corporations 
formed f i s c a l l y a specialized category of land whose revenues were entailed 
primarily for the maintenance of particular institutions. The view that 
there was an integrated direction of the whole economy i s , nevertheless, 
undoubtedly broadly correot. 
The above conclusions of Stuchevsky have in general been accepted in 
this study, but the matter has been taken somewhat further, in that the 
basic sense i n which the lands could be regarded as belonging to a certain 
institution has been investigated. The conclusion has been reached that 
any land under an obligation to supply a fixed revenue of some kind to a 
particular institution or body could be regarded as belonging to i t s 
* SIFW p. 91. top, 
* Gardiner, W Commentary, page 207, Postscript, affirms his fi n a l 
belief that " i t may now be affirmed with complete assurance that the 
20th Dynasty temples did pay taxes out of the produce of their fi e l d s " , 
This ultimate conclusion i s mainly based on evidence outside P. Wilbour, 
but i s fully i n accord v/ith the phenomena met with in i t . 
estate (pr)» The matter of the nature of the relationship between the 
institution and i t s lands w i l l be carried further below. 
An interesting factor to emerge has been the importance in the 
economic system s t i l l enjoyed i n the period of P. Wilbour, as in the period 
of the Dalchla Stela, by the institution of kingship and the various state 
authorities directly dependent upon i t . The establishment of the fact 
that kingship for the ancient Egyptians was not only a religious convention 
whioh kept them on the right relationship with the gods, but was also a 
potent factor in the organization of the economy on efficient lines, goes 
far to explain wl^ Egypt, i n spite of upheavals and invasions, always 
remained a monarchical state, and why that monarchy always sou^t to model 
* 
i t s e l f on traditional lines 
The most in^jortant point, however, whioh i t i s hoped has been clearly 
established, i s that the three main types of land known from Ptolemaic 
times were already i n existence at least in embryonic form, thou^ the 
forms of Eamesside land tenure may have been considerably more complicated 
than was the case later. Reasons have been advanced for equating the 
* The Saite kings of the XXVIth I^ynasty are well loiown for their outward 
favour for an a r t i f i c i a l archaism, but certainly the Cushite XXVth 
Dynasty were attempting to revert to what they considered old time 
Egyptian kingship. The Piankhi Stela shows that Piankhi refused to 
receive some of the Libyan kings because they were ritually Sjnpure, 
Even the Libyan kings of the XXIInd Dynasty, as the Asiatic Hyksos, 
attempted to adopt many of the outward mores of Egyptian kingship. 
so-called*!fields of Pharaoh" of the New Kingdom closely with the 
^*tfvX\K|[| of Hellenistic times, for equating the wa<^f-lands belonging to 
corporations with the of the Ptolemaic period (though only 
religious holding bodies seem to be attested from the Ptolemaic period) 
and for equating holdings of private persons with 7?) i^-ifids 
or yv) of Ptolemaic times, though i t should be noted that the 
Ptolemaic teirminology i s characteristically va;gue, and this so-called 
"released land" may include a l l land on occasion not under direct royal 
control, even the estates of temples. 
The attempt i n Section 2, and i n the above synopsis of the conclusions 
reached i n that section, to establish that the estates of the gsreat 
corporations r e l i ^ o u s and secular of Bamessida times and later were the 
equivalent of modem waqf-land. upon which they had some claim for their 
maintenance, has not been intended as a separate study from the problem 
posed by P, Wilbour, but i s intended to help in the understanding of i t s 
real character. I f this point be taken as proven, i t w i l l allow a far 
more definite conclusion to be reached concerning the nature of the 
document, and in particular of Text A. 
* A. H. Gardiner. W Commentary, page I67, takes the equivalence between 
yl^ f«L<»X\vs^ and «S j\^ «(£) n VT-^S of Demotic documents as established. 
He notes the occurrence of the latter tezm in P. Wilbour as relating to 
a particular class of r < ^ l land, but does not investigate the matter 
further, as has been seen, was done by W. Helck in VMMR pages I I I - I I 5 , 
where he reaches the oonelusions about i t s nature that have been 
accepted above. 
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The present writer believes that this new understanding of P. Wilbour, 
Text A, as an exclusive register of waqf-land, within which there was never 
any intention of including the whole cultivable area of the land i n the 
region surveyed, solves one of the major problems s t i l l clouding f u l l 
comprehension of the nature of the document. This view certainly makes 
imnecessary the hypothesis of H. W, Fairman that Text A can only include 
the berm-lands subject to summer cultivation, against whioh very strong 
arguments have been brought above, and also rules out of court any theory 
like the unfortunate conjecture of J . H. Breasted on P. Harris I that a 
vast quantity of land was simply omitted from the document throu^ careless-
ness or for unexplainable reasons. The efficient nature of the survey 
in P, Wilbour and the modem improved tinderstanding of the nature of 
P. Harris I lo&ke i t quite clear that Egyptian revenue documents did not 
indulge i n vagaries of that kind, and should be treated as serious and 
methodical works without large unexplainable omissions* 
* £ M P* •^ ^^ » ^ Review of W by H. W, Fairman, 
+ J , H, Breasted in BAB 17 p, 85-110 commenting on P. Harris I , never 
states d e a rly how he reconciles the evident omission of a number of 
important smaller temples with the supposition that F, Harris I i s intended 
to be a record of a l l temple possessions in Egypt at the death of Bamesses 
H I , !Phis i s brought out clearly i n H. D. Sohaedel, SLPH. pp. 2jl-l»4. 
His failure to f u l l y consider this i s very regrettable since Adolf Erman 
had already noted the omission of these temples i n "Zur Erkllrung des 
Papyrus Harris" published i n SPAW (1903) p. ii-56ff, 
The interpretation of Text A as a register of waqfs thus avoids many 
formidable difficulties, but certain problems s t i l l remain. The main 
guiding principle behind the document seems to have been to e xclude a l l 
lands whether royal or privately-held which were not under an obligation 
to contribute to the maintenance of particular institutions: doubtless 
such land would have had to pay ordinary taxation. There are, however, 
a smair number of entries referring to lands which i t i s difficult, and 
i n a vexy few eases apparently impossible, to regard as waqf^-lands 
financially tied to a particular institution, as mentioned i n Section 2. 
Althougpi S i r Alan Gardiner approached Text A from a very different angle 
to that adopted here, and did not appreciate that Text A was really a 
register of waqfs. he f u l l y realized that the inclusion of a small quantity 
of khato-land of Pharaoh i n the Text presented a major problem, and he 
was quite unable to explain why any of this type of land was allowed to 
appear i n the document, when i t could be demonstrated that there were 
substantial areas of this type of land lying in the zone surveyed which 
were not recorded there. On page I65 of WP Commentary he writes, 
"Text A devotes in a l l only eighteen paragraphs to khate-land. and when 
once the tax-assessors had undertaken to include this kind of land in 
their survey, i t i s something of a puzzle wl^ they did not enumerate 
* 
mors lands of this sort". 
* H. W. Pairraan also states on page 121 of his review of WP in JEA 
39 that he has no explanation to offer why so few plots of khato-
land are cited. 
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Fortunately the theory that Text A of P, Wilbour i s meant basically 
to include only lands standing i n some kind of dependent financial 
relationship to specific institutions goes a long way to solve the question 
why only this amount of Miato-land of Pharaoh was included. Where khato-
lands of Pharaoh, or the similar lands, mlde-lands of Pharaoh, or even 
"fields of Pharaoh", which, i t has been postulated above, was land not 
apportioned to any particular institution par excellence, came under an 
obligation to pay a small portion of their revenue to specific institutions 
as poshi-entries of type B or C (where the land was apportioned among small 
tenants), i t was natural that this land should be recorded in P. Wilbour 
in the normal way. This type of entry i s , however, very rare since 
"fields of Pharaoh" only occur as contributing to "landing-plaoes of 
Pharaoh". whioh stood i n a particularly close relationship to the personal 
needs of the king, and the other types of land seem but seldom to have ome 
into this relationship with the great corporations. I t i s in no way 
surprising that fields appertaining to the royal estate could readily 
become dependent on institutions oonoemed primarily with the welfare of 
the king, but not cm others* 
I t would then appear that the occurrence of khato-land in this 
connection needs no very complicated explanation, seen in the l i ^ t of 
the new theory, but the occurrence of Miato-land at the ends of sections 
1, 2 and 3 of Text A, along with plots of min'^-land. needs more explaining. 
The difficulty i s that, althou^ the majority of these entries of Khato-
land are readily escplainable as merely the oounterparts of the entries 
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of type B mentioned above — by the usual double book-keeping of P. Wilbour, 
Text A ~ certain plots are found which have no oonoluding "apportioning" 
entry of type A, and would thus appear from a l l the evidence not to be 
waqf-lands intended for the maintenance of a particular institution. 
The evidence available does not permit a f u l l answer to the problems 
posed by the inclusion of sueh holdings of 3thato-land. but some attempt 
may be made to evaluate the probabilities. I n P, Wilbour Text A 74> U-
27, for instance, a number of plots are enumerated; a l l are, "khato-land 
of Pharaoh under the authority of (r-ht) Hui, prophet of the House of Seth, 
lord of Spermeru", Some of these plots have "apportioning" entries of 
type A, destined for the maintenance of particular institutions, and so 
their inclusion i n P. Wilbour i s f u l l y explicabl^, others do noVf The 
conolusion can be reached that where an administirator of Idiato-land had 
several plots i n the area surveyed, a number of which were subject to 
"appoiTtionlng" tax for the benefit of particular institutions, a l l would 
be named, siniply to show which were subject to this tax, which not, 
P. Wilbour shows no objection to duplication i n the interests of clarity. 
* See particularly W Commentary pp. 57-8 for the working of this 
double book-keeping. 
* ^or instances of paragraphs containing no "apportioning" entries 
see e.g. W Translation J46. J I I 5 , J 200. j 202, 
/ Examples with "apportioning" entries of type A, P. Wilbour 74, 12-14} 
74, 19-21; 74, 22-24; 74, 25-27. 
^ Examples without "apportidming" entries. P. Wilbour. 74, 15-16; 
74, 17-18, . 
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inferior to that of real private property i» the moaem sense of the*term, 
while, as has teen seen i n Seotion 2, he i s inclined to treat the holders 
of "non>>apporti(«ing*' domain generally as muck more like private land-
holders than as mere adodnistrators* In pursuit of his idea that the 
holders of the land found i n "apportioning** entries of t;ypes i& and B were 
almost the real owners of the land, Stuohevsliy reaches a most interesting, 
but problematie, oonolusion, that the *'apportioning*' tax implied i n entries 
of these kinds was an extra levy payable by the tenant of the land i n 
addition to the basie assessment found i n the main painEigraph above 
"apportioning" entries of type A* Entries of type A are regularly 
equivalent to of the total yield above (whioh fact Gardiner had 
already gone far to establishing. )-<• 
Since Stuehevsky approached the problem of the ''apportioning*' entries 
yritti the strong preconception that the holders of lands i n entiles of 
Typea A and B were virtually the complete owners, and there oan be l i t t l e 
doubt that the holders of the small plots iia Type 0 entiles had rights 
approximating to ownership, though these were not absolute, i t i s not 
surprising that he reached the conclusion that entries of Type G were 
coarparable with entries of type B i n that both i n his view represented 
implied taxation payable by the holder of the land rather than the owning* 
corporation* One may doubt, however, the v a l i d i i ^ of his line of argument 
when he t r i e s to substantiate this contention by a passage in P. Anastasi V, 
f SIPliy pp. 81*85 fOr discussion of basis of land-holdings. 
+ See particularly W Commentary page 72. 
* 
27, 3ft• whieh he translates rather ioaecurately as follows, "Also with 
regard to one of my companions who oame to inform me, saying, 'You imposed 
on me numerous assessments of grain as a portion for my lands whioh are 
in the region of the settlement Hai, V/hat are your actions? I am the 
one whom you found to exclude from the number of a l l who pay t a x ' % e 
point i n question i s whether m vt i n Anastasi 27» 4 "as a portion" really 
refers to some form of supplementary taxation, as Stuchevsky claims i t 
must, or whether the imaginary person in the model-letter i s merely com-
plaining that a l l the taxes imposed on him, including the basic dues, 
have been apportioned unfairly, and he alone of a l l the tax-payers i s 
being victimized by being taken to oonvt (s^h*- must have that meaning, 
not "exclude" as Stuohevsky t3%nslateGi) • I t should be noted that S i r 
Alan Gardiner apparently takes the passage i n this much more general sense. 
Plainly, then, since the understanding preferred by Gardiner appears 
a prioxd infinitely the more probable, bearing i n mind the very general 
character of the complaint of excessive taxation in the passage cited, 
the theory that posh-entries A and B represent supplementary taxation f a l l s 
far short of proof* ^he theory cannot, however, be completely dismissed. 
* See SIFW page 91 middle, for Stuehevsky's Russian rendering of this 
passage. ithe qpiote given here i s translated from this, not the 
Egyptian text, 
+ Gardiner i n VjOP Commentary page 57 appears to treat this as a very 
general reference to the appoHionment of taxation rather than i n any 
connection with the posh-entries of p. Wilbour» 
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but i t should be noted that there are many other factors whioh militate 
against sueh a conclusion, though the evidenoe available does not permit 
the fi n a l solution of the problem whether or not the taxation implied in 
"apportioning"-entries A and B was deduotilale from or supplementary to the 
basic assessment. For example the form of the entries of Types Av and B 
following immediately on a figure apparently stating the grand total for 
the assessment i s i n i t s e l f sufficient to suggest that the "apportionment" 
to another institution was made from the figure eited immediately above. 
I t i s of great iotportanoe to pay a proper regard to the fom of formal 
documents li k e P. Wilbour since i t i s an attested fact that a l l suoh 
ooopositions, whieh have to possess a legal standing, have always been 
phrased i n a l l civilizations i n stereotyped formulae chosen for their elari-fy 
and ooneiseness. Xhe argument of Stuohevsliy, moreover, that only the owning 
oerporatifm, net the cultivator, would be penalised by the imposition of 
"appertioiing" taxation i f this was deductible from the basie assessment, 
and that therefore this taxation payable to another body must be supple-
mentaiy to, not deductible from, the basic dues of the eultivator, carries 
l i t t l e weight i f one assumes, as Stuchevsky himself does elsewhere, that 
an integrated royal-teiqple economy existed organized on behalf of wider 
interests than these of particular institutions. The very existenoe of 
"apportioning" entries B in paragraphs of nen-«.pportioning domain shows that 
arrangements were definitely made for the transfer of revenues from one 
corporation to another. 
* SIPff page 93* 
+ SIFff page 91 top. 
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Stuehevsky himself derives his concept of "apportioning' tax as 
something supplemeataxy, payable by the cultivator as a personal due en 
top of his basic assessment, from the belief that, as seen above and in 
Section 2 of this stucly, the status of holders of ordinary nen-apporticming 
domain to which "apportioning" entries B may be appended, was comparable to 
that of the small semi-private land-holders who a re here being called holders 
of Type G land. Strong reasons have, however, been found in Section 2 for 
rejecting this supposition of substantial., identity of tenure, and supposing 
that while holders of Hype G land dosely resembled private landowners, 
the great non-apportioning holdings were i n no sense personal possessions, 
but were administex>ed direetly <m behalf of variohs institutions by 
administrators who were appointed for the job, possibly i n theory by the 
king. Plainly, i f the view be adopted that the holders of rmnyt-domalns 
were mere administrators, whether the great notables or the lesser men who 
oarxded out the actual supervision on their behalf, then the idea of a 
personal tax imposed on them rather than on the estate makes l i t t l e x>eal 
sense. This i s not, however, to deny that the tax could have been 
supplementary to the basic ta,xation enumerated above: the great readiness 
of the Ptolemies to impose onerous, but petty, supplementary taxes of a l l 
kinds shows clearly that this sort of tax was an established feature in 
ancient Egypt. I t has been noted i n Sectioa 2 that there i s occasional 
evidence showing that the . holders of !i;ype G plots came under the supeirvision 
of an appointed administireitor similar to those who administered non-apportion-
ing domain, but net himself being held directly responsible for the payment 
of taxes. 
See Section 2. 
. Hitherto we have directed attention almost exelusively at Text A of 
P. Wilbour apart from oeoasional general references to Text B i n Section 2, 
principally since Text A. seems more immediately rewarding to study; but 
now Text S must be subjected to close investigation since, althou^ i t i s 
ooneemed exclusively with one category of land, khato«»land of Pharaoh, 
i t provides the only basis for the p r ^ e r understanding of the assessment 
figares i n Text A. For instance, thougpi Text A provides exanples of three 
different rates of assessment for different qualities of land, the text 
nowhere makes i t possible to determine what these three types of land in 
fact are. Gardiner, however, has shown that this information oan be 
derived throu^^ manipulation of the different format of Text B, thou^ he 
leaves many of the details conneeted with these assessments obscure. I t 
should be noted that Text A, in describing the location of plots, regularly 
names them by reference to other types of land (e.g. m»wt land; ?db--land). 
However, these categories of land unlike kVyt land, which i s also used i n 
a similar descriptive sense, are not used as the o f f i c i a l categories of 
land for assessment purposes. 
Text B which i s eonsiderably shorter than the main text, covers a 
considerably wider area on the north, though apparently ending at a similar 
point on the south* As mentioned above a l l the land enumerated i s kfaate-
land, and i t reasonable to assume that this Text was intended to contain 
a l l the khato-land within the zone covei^ed by the reoord, as opposed to 
Text A whioh one has been inclined to believe contained only those few 
* W eomm®atary pages 28-29. For proof that nffl) -land equals twice the 
value of kjyt-land see for instance B 10,9* The relative values for 
assessment purposes are: kjjt-land, 5 measures of com per arouraj 
tni-land, 7.5; ny>-land. 10, 
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portions of khato-land which were, or had been, tributary to particular 
institutions. Once the idea has been accepted that Text A was i n ho sense 
intended as a oouplete record of land, but only of waqfs. i t i s scarcely 
surprising to find that registers concerned only with other particular types 
of land were composed. Presumably one must believe: that there were also 
separate registers of mine-land of Pharaoh, "fields of Pharaoh", private 
land i n so f a r as this was separate from either the institutions or the royal 
estates, and perhaps other types of land. 
At this point i t w i l l be worthwhile to see whether any new eontzdbution 
can be made towards the understanding of the position of khato-land of Pharaoh. 
As Griffith saw long ago, i t s regular designation "of Pharaoh" must mean that 
i t m s some form of royal estate. "Fields of Pharaoh" seem to correspond 
much more olosely to however, than does this type of land, as 
has been seen i n Section 2, and the data of P. Wilbour make i t quite dear 
that khate-land was a specialized foxm of estate. Examination of Text B 
shows that ktotto-land lay "on the fields" ef some particular body* As 
Gardiner has shown, most of the very small number ef plots of khato-land 
named i n Text A can also be plausibly identified i n Text B though the areas 
given are frquently different, and their geographic location i s sometimes 
given in a different way. Moreover, i f they are oontributory land in Text 
A, they are sometimes attributed to a different institution. This can only 
rank as unequivocal proof that some interchange of land was continuously 
* P. L I . Griffith, PSBA 14, W f f . 
+ Gardiner. W, Commentary pp. 169-172 for f u l l discussion of this 
relationship between Texts A and B, 
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taking place between different landowning institutions, since the date of 
the two portions of P. Wilbour cannot be much art, though some explanation 
i s available i n some cases on the grounds that one section i s more precise 
i n i t s attribution to a part of a temple-complex organization than the other. 
Nevertheless, the really important thing to discuss i s what i s meant 
by "on the fields of" a body i n Text B. The bodies cited include not only 
the land-owning corporations attested from Text A, but also the "fields of 
Pharaoh" whioh appear to have been in the fullest sense royal or "state" 
f i e l d s . Since not o&ly the khato-lands parallel to those in Text A (whioh 
are either known to be eontributoiy, or suspected formerly to have been so), 
are oited as "on the fields of" or more often l i t e r a l l y as "fields of" an 
institution, this phrase must dearly have istplied a much wider and looser 
relationship than "jcir" in Text A whioh has been conveniently translated as 
"estate". There i s every reason to deny that these lands were contributory 
since they are not included in what we regard as the register of waqfs. 
and no reason to suppose that the phrase i s intended to indicate the 
geogi«iphical location of the land as being surrounded by the farm lands of 
the temple mentioned, since P. Wilbour makes i t quite elear that waqf lands 
generally consisted net of large unitary farms, but of small scattered s t r i p s , 
frequently, at least i n the case of the larger ten^les, the whole length of 
the country away from the owning institution. I t would seem then that the 
* This can be shown for instance from the Bilgai Stela published by 
Gardiner i n ZA5 50 and from the KLephantine "Soandal" Papyrus translated 
also by him in JEA 27, quite apart from the ample evidence oontained 
i n P. Wilbour. 
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only implication which can be conveyed by the term "on the fields of", 
i s that administratively- their management was undeirtaken by the same persons 
as these who were appointed by a central authority to run the estates of the 
temples. I t need scarcely be said that i f this i s really so, the theory of 
an integrated royal-teniple econony i s justified i n a far wider sense than 
i t s originator Stuchevsky intended. Ullhen, however, land i s recorded as 
being "en the fields of Pharaoh" Instead of "on the fields of" some 
particular institution, this would imply that this particular holding 
came administratively under the surveillance of the managers of the royal 
estate i t s e l f , thou^ i t was not necessarily eontributoxy to i t . The 
observation of Gardiner that,*"on fields of Pharaoh" occurs in Text B only 
in connection with fields which i n Text A have no pSsh-entries* ties in 
well with many of the ideas escpressed here. 
At this juncture i t should be noted that there i s further solid 
evidence fr<M Text B in support of the view that the connection of the 
various plots of khato-land with particular estates was simply through a 
common administration rather than through any form of f i s c a l identification. 
In Text A the regular heading runs on the line exemplified for instance by 
A 45> 40 - 43> which reads, "The Funerary Temple ef King Usimaz^-skheperenrS^ 
in the House of AaSaa/ Domain of this house under the authority of the 
High Priest ef Amun Ramessenakhte/ Measurement made to the north of the 
houses of the grooms/ land cultivated by him 10, measures of com (sacks) 
5, mc. 50". I n Text B the regular format i s very different; for instance 
B 16, 9 - 12 reads, "KHATO-LAND of Pharaoh under the authority of the mayor 
* W Comm. p. 172. 
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of Heraoleopolis by the hand of the scribe Sebekhotpe /ITS FIELDS i 
Region north west of the Hound of Wadj (?) (on) fields of Pharaoh, arable 
land (k^yt) 60 / Hegion of the riparian land (on fields of the Uansion) 
in the House of Amun ^ §vaier&ry temple of Ranesses 11^, arable land, 
arouras 60," Sinoe i n ancient Egyptian, as i n a l l other legal writings, 
the form of the document i s of great importance, this very different 
phraseology must conceal a different economio position* Since the form 
of the headings i n Text B carefully avoids referring to ld>ato-land as 
actually belonging to the estate of any particular institution as Text A 
does, i t i s reasonable to see this as further confirmation that the phrase 
"oh fields of" did not necessarily imply a contributory relationship to a 
particular institution, though of course, as i s known from the occurrence 
of parallels between Texts A and B, this was by no means precluded. 
I t should now be emphasized that Text B i s only important for the 
understanding of the assessments i n P. Wilbour throu^ oonqparlsons which 
oan be made with Text A, whioh make the import of that document clearer. 
Text B, however, though doubtless somehow concerned with the tax departments 
and taxation, i s not i t s e l f a reoord of tax payable, but simply of areas of 
land expressed i n terms of various qualities of productivity. Sporadically, 
For instance i t has been seen above that Text B, by giving land i n terms 
of two qualities of productivity, makes i t dear what are the types of 
land used for assessment purposes i n Text A. 
•f For a s l i ^ t l y different opinion see W Commentary page l 6 l where 
Gardiner notes by comparison with the Griffith Fragments that Text B 
must have been compiled with an eye to the revenue the lands produced. 
(frl-)-
figures of sacks of com are appended to certain entries, but this i s 
irregular and unooimnon, and probably a later jotting, as established by 
Gardiner, since Text B shows numerous additions and corrections. 
An immediate problem which occurs when lands apparently cited i n 
both Text B and Text A are compared i s , as mentioned above, that the areas 
of land given are frequently different, thou^ the descriptive matter 
makes the substantial identity of the lands probable, or i n many cases 
virtually certain. An important fact to note i s that the area of land 
given in Text B i s frequently, though by no means invaxlably, twice the 
area given i n Text A for khato-land. as Fairman observes.. 
Plainly i f these lands are really the same as in Text A, which seems 
coi^letely undeniable i n some cases, this mast rate as a most puzzling 
fact for which some explanation must be sou^t. Only three explanations 
* Gardiner 22? Commentary pages 169-171 for a l i s t of these lands. 
•I- For examples where Text B does not show khato-land as twice the size 
that i t i s in Text A, see for example A 20, 18 = B 13, 8, A 20, 33 s 
B 16, 6. For some examples where the lands in Text B do equal twice 
i 
those in Text A, see e.g. A 74, 15 = B 19, 30, A 20, 35 (PSsh-A) *= B 18,6. 
^ JEA 39, P» 121. Considering that the whole of the theory which 
^airman subsequently expounds to eaqplain this phenomenon depends exclusively 
on the figures i n Text B equalling twice those i n Text A, he does not 
appear'justified i n ignoring the fact that there are many apparent 
correspondences where this ratio does not occur, which would tend to 
weaken fatally his theories on the assessments. 
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come to mind ( l ) That in Text A only a part of each area of khato-land, 
generally one half, i s oited sinoe only that portion of each became contri-
butoiy to a particular institution, whereas i n Text B the whole area of 
eaoh i s given (2) That the supposition of Gardiner i s correct, that the 
extent of khato-land was continually altering, whioh would deprive this 
ratio of a l l sig^ioanoe. (3) That Stuchevslsy rightly regards the ratio 
as coincidental, though he admits i t i s difficult to escplain why the 
figures i n Text B are so regdarly twice those in Text A. There i s , 
however, a fourth possibili-ty whioh shodd be considered, i f only to be 
rejected i n due course on the ground of implausibility, whioh oodd be 
developed by an elaboration of the opinion of Fairman that there i s a great 
amount of fictitious or schematic book-keeping present in P. Wilbour. 
^or the purpose of this fourth theory i t wodd be necessary to assume that 
the apparent difference i n area between the two Texts i s not real, but the 
r e s d t of fic t i t i o u s book-keeping whereby the areas of land heading eaoh 
assessment paragraph i n Text A shodd be understood as expressed i n terms 
of n^b-land (of twice the value of ktyt-land for assessment purposes), 
though i n the rest of the assessment rated i n terms of l^yt-larid. 
The present writer, who treats Text A as a register of waqfs. i s 
inclined to see i n that an explanation of how in many cases apparently 
ody half the area was, or had been, contributory i n Text A. I t oan 
easily be seen how i t oodd be a regdar though by no means invariable 
practice to make only one half of each area of khato-land contributory. 
* WP Comm. p. 183, bottom. 
+ SIPW p. 87. 
when on rare occasions this type of land was added to a waqf. I t i s dear, 
moreover, as has been seen above, that land could pass from one admini-
stration to another from time to time, and thus the area of a piece of 
khato-land mi^t well be altered between the dates of composition of Texts 
A and B by the transfer of a portion to another administration. 
The f i r s t three possibilities are based on the supposition that the 
difference i s real, and are attenqpts to explain how this mi^t have azdsen, 
whereas the fourth theory i s based on con5)letely different premises. 
Hitherto i n this study certain assumptions have been made, the validity 
of which w i l l now have to be oonsidez^d In oonjuncti(»i with the assessment 
figures i n Text A,'Ydiioh are dosely concerned i n the theozy of Fairman, 
\ e most basio assuo^tion has been that the figures of arouras at the 
beginning of assessment lines in non-apportioning domain (entries of type it) 
refer to the real area of the land. Pursuant to this i t has been considered 
that the following figure^ when "five", shows that the type of land con-
cerned i s kj|£t, when "7^ "# jtei, and vfcen "10", nhb. She f i n a l figure 
which i s the mdtiple of the two preceding figures, gives the amount of 
com payable by the holding. The other theory, however, would demand 
the conclusion that a l l the areas of land at the beginning of each assess-
ment are not expressed normally i n terms of their own r e d area or 
productivity value, but i n terms of nhb-land, so that cnly the very small 
* See A 9, 12 - 9, 15 for an exaiqple of d l three possible rates oS 
assessment cited together, 
•¥ W Comm, p, 28 makes i t dmost beyond dispute that this i s the real 
value of each qxxdily of land as assessed for revenue purposes. 
area of actual nJj^-Oand i s esqpressed in terms of i t s real area. Sinoe 
the Irast majority of the land cited i n Text A. i s klyt-JLand to judge from 
i t s rate of assessment, this would mean that in r e d area Text A wodd 
include an area almost twice i t s apparent size. 
Any such far-fetched supposition w i l l , however, demand the establish-
ment of the fact that P. Wilbour shows a considerable amount of fic t i t i o u s 
rather than real book-keeping. This possibility should be considered 
i n connection with the theories of Fairman on the P. Wilbour since there 
i s a basic assus^tion made in his work that a type of schematic book-keeping 
does i n fact occur* Stuohevslty after detailed study, i t shodd be noted, 
conqpletely rejects the basis on whioh this portion of the article of 
Fairman i s based* I f an extension of Fairman's view i s not necessary, or 
his theory mistaken, this idea must be abandoned* 
Fairman bases his argument for his understanding of the relation of the 
figures i n Text A to those of Text B veiy largely on three passages which 
are certainly p a r d l e l , but where the apparent area of the land i n Text B 
i s twice that found i n Text A* These are as follows t-
A 74* 3A-37. 
(34) KHATO-IAKD of Pharaoh under the authority of the prophet of Am«>n-Tjay 
i n the di s t r i c t ( j * ^ ) of Tjay. 
(35) MEASimEMBNT made to the south of Sapa. 
(36) His plot (of land) 10 (arouras) at 5 (khar) = 50 khar 
(37) Divided for Amon-Tjay in the district of Tjay 3i khar 
• H. W. Fairman. SM 39. PP» 121-122. 
+ I . A, Stuohevsky. SIPW p. 86 f f , 
m 
A.64, 35-37 
(35) HARVEST-DUES assigned to this House (of Amon-Tjay see above) . 
(36) MEASUBEMENT to the south of Sapa. 
(37) "Cdtivator" Nesamun, apportionment of land of khato-land of Phax^oh 
l.p.h. under his authority - 10 (arouras), 2^ (arouras) at 1^ khar 
B 23, 31-32. 
(31) KHATO-LAND of Pharaoh under the authority of Qenyamun, prophet of 
the House of Amon-Tajyna. 
(32) ITS FIELDS; Division (^) south of Sapa, fields of the House of 
Amon-Tjayna "kVvt-land". arouras 20, BALANCE, ARABLE LAND (k3.vt) 5, 
MAKING 2j (aroujpas). 
For Fairman i t i s obvious and beyond doubt that the last figure of 
the assessment in B 23, 32 "2|-" corresponds to the second figure i n the 
Type B entry i n A 64, 37 which i s also "2^", This would then mean that 
since the l a s t figure i n the Text B line inust be the 5 arouras preceding, 
transmuted into terms of i^b-land. then the 2^ of A 64, 37 must al s a 
represent five arouras of k\yt-land. This would imply for Fairman that 
i n fact half the areas of ktyt-land paid the "apportioning" tax at f khar 
per aroura and not a quarter of them at 1^  khar per aroura. Plainly i t 
i s extremely hazardous to make this suggestion, since at f i r s t sight i t 
appears clear that whereas 5 sacks per aroura i s the general rate for non-
apportioning domain of kjyt-land. 1^ sacks per aroura i s the rate for the 
apportioning tax on this quality of land (as i t i s for entries of type C 
which should be considered i n association with t h i s ) , udess i t can be 
Gardiner. JEA 27, page 49, note 2. W Comm. p. 183 treats the sign «h 
as meaning "bdance". Stuchevsky, however, regards i t as meaning some-
thing more like a sign of equivalence. See discusdon below under 
Entries of Type C. 
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clearly established that the l a s t figure i n the Text B entry really does 
correspond to the second i n the Text A entry* In this connection i t dxould 
be noted that Stuchevsl^ very cogently points out that the formd& whioh 
Fairman establishes for determining the yield of iffl)-land 2(a:.xl^), 
where "a" equds a quarter of the entire area, presupposes i n fact that 
the rate of assessment for k!yt-land was a x l ^ % i n c e i t i s known that 
k>yt-land i n non-apportioning domain was assessed at h d f the value of 
nhb-land. 
Acoordinj^ Fairman's theory i s not accepted by Stuchevsky with 
regard to the method of assessment of k^yt-land. and he refused to admit 
the r e d existence of an equation between the "2^" of the Type B entry 
and of Text B: for Stuchevsky the figure of the Type B entry i s definitely 
in terms of klvt-land. that of the Text B entry a conversion into i^b-land. 
In his view the important fact to notice i s that the relati<mship between 
the f i r s t and second figures of the Type B entvy (in Text A) i s the same 
as the relationship between the same two figures of the Text B entry (4:1)* 
The present writer wodd draw attention to the fact that the view of 
Stuchevsky i s strongly supported by intemd textud evidence in Text B 
from several Of the other pai a l l e l entries which Fairman cites, in that 
* For the f i n a l stages i n Stuohevsky* s discussion which led him to this 
conclusion as opposed to the conclusion of Fairman on the method of 
assessing klyt-land. see SIPW pp* 89-90. 
•f See for examples of entries in Text B which are comparable with entries 
in Text A, but do not show the f i n a l conversion figure into terms of i n -
land e.g. B 17,30 = A 58, 13 = A 74, 2-3, B 16, 23 = A 73, 31 
-(87)_ 
the second figure i n terms of kjyt-land was more important for the purposes 
of the Text than the conversion figure into terms of nftb-land. This 
greater importance i s established conclusively since in many of these 
entries instead of the third figure being a conversion into n^b-land. the 
second figure of kVvt-land i s simply repeated without any conversion-figure, 
while on other occasions the conversion-figure i s only added after the 
second figure has been repeated. 
Xhis may well be regarded as establishing beyond any doubt that in 
fact ody a quarter of any plot of kjyt-land was subject to the "apportioning" 
tax at 1^  sacks per aroura i n entries of Type B, but one i s not justified 
i n assuming that the usud rate of taxation on entxdes of Text B was assessed 
also regularly on one quarter of the area, since there i s clear evidence 
* 
that this was by no means always so. 
Stuchevsky has tended to show that the method used for cdculating 
the tax of kjyt-land for "apportioning" taxation was not exactly as Fairman 
supposed; but, nevertheless, he shows that basically the conclusions of 
Faiznnan about the methods of assessing nj^b-land and land not composed 
solely of k^yt-land (land of mixed qualities) were correct, though he 
advances some further suggestions with regard to the mechanics of the 
system, Gardiner with great perception had dready done much to unravel 
the problem when he noticed that entry "g" of his Anomalous Entries showed 
3 as the rate of apportioning assessment instead of 1^ , Unfortunately, 
* See for instance B 19, 29 Cf. A 74, 12 = A 63, 46 where half of the 
area occurs as the second figure in the Text B entry, not a quarter. 
+ W Comm. pp. 101-103. 
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however, he did not think of the figure In quite these terms as heing 
double the rate of assessment for klyt-'land, and therefore con^arahle with 
the fact that i n non-apportioning domain — I!ype A entries — nfib-land is 
assessed at double the rate for kfort-land. Sinoe the ordiuazy entries 
for k\yt-land suggest that the second figure should be multiplied by the 
t h i r d i n entries of i;ype B to give the number of saoks allotted f o r 
"apportioning" tax i n entries of Type A, i t would have been reasonable 
to suggest that here the second figure should be multiplied by the t h i r d * 
* When W went to press Gardiner believed that the second figure ( f i r s t 
red figure) i n entries of type B was arrived at by dividing the figure 
of saoks i n the "apportioning" entry A by 3 i n "anomalous" entries* 
However, his own formula for determining the apportioning tax on 
ordinary kSyt-land iw Comm. p, 101) " I x 1^ « ^ of 5n surely presumes 
necessarily that the last two figures of t ^ e B entries wez>e multiplied 
together to give the number of sacks, and i t i s only reasonable to 
extend th i s procedure to "anomalous" entries. The fact that "anomalous" 
entry "g" i s unique i n giving the rate-taxation 3, whereas the other 
"anomalous" entries giverthe ordinary rate of 1^ saoks, added greatly 
to the d i f f i c u l t y of elucidation. The assumption there was either 
that the rate of taxation should be multiplied by 2, or the number of 
arouras multiplied by 2 to convert into klyt -land, Fairman and 
StuchevslQr have subsequently shown that the second figure i n "anomalous" 
entries B i s i n j ^ - l a n d , as the discussion below also shows. 
This would have been to inply that the second flgux« was i n terms of r^h-land^ 
since the rate of assessment was twice that for kVyt-land, This i n turn 
would imply that where land occurs which does not consist solely of kjyt-
land (anomalous entry "g" consists of t n i - and kj^t-land), then this land 
i s e3q>ressed i n terms of nffl)-land ( t h o u ^ this i s not done with plots of 
purely kjjt-land) • 
Xhe merit of the art i c l e of Fairman was that starting afresh from the 
conclusions of Gardiner, he was ahle to establish clearly that this second 
figure of !Cype B entries of the "anomalous" class was i n fact i n terms of 
nffl)-land. and Stucheysky confirmed t h i s , Faixman approached the question 
solely from the point of view that the ordinary formula of Gardiner for 
calculating the "apportioning".tax does not work, whereas the new theory 
does. To solve the problem of the "anomalous" entries Stuchevsky investi-
gated the mathematical background to the my i n which the area of land and 
This i s accepting the view of Stuchevslsy that there i s no necessity to 
regard the second figure i n ordinary, as opposed to "anomalous", entries 
as being i n terms of nfrb-land, 
•f As seen above Stuchevsky accepts the formula of Gardiner as the means 
whereby the taxation-rate for "apportioning" tax was fixed for land 
consisting solely of k\.vt~land. 
For mixed or n^-land the second figure of the Type B entry was calculated 
on the following formula, which converts a l l types of land into n^b-land 
(where n s arouras of jt:Vvt« t s tnl-land. and b s nj^b-land) 
0*^" + Of7^^ •»• (see siPff page 89 and Note 43) . To obtain the correct 
number of sacks for the "apportioning" entry A i t i s necessary to multiply 
by 3 , double the 3ra,te for ktyt-land (here unfortunately Stuohevsliy i s very 
obscure and does not appear to grasp the f u l l scope of his omi discoveries) 
(see SIPff page 89) , 
-(^0-)-
the nxunber of saoks were calculated, and showed that the system was f a i r 
and logically In accordance with the value of the land i n terms of 
* 
productivity. This confirmation that, i n spite of the oppression of the 
farmer ~ which i s the favourite theme of the writers of model letters i n 
the scribal schools — productivity rather than arbitrary or penal 
taxation was the basis of the Egyptian economic system, i s welcome, 
though only to be expected i n a great nation which depended for i t s pros-
perity on an efficient agricultural system. 
To conclude the study of the data provided by the assessments i n 
P. Wilbour i t i s now necessazy to consider the assessment figures 
relating to the entries of Il^ ype C of Stuohevsky (the reader w i l l 
remember that within this term are included not only the posh entries 
of Gardiner proper, but also the private land-holdings which, Gardiner 
* The writer has already eaqpressed his reluctance, i n Section 2, to 
recognize that nj^b- and tni-lands were necessarily inferior i n 
quality (productivity) to kJjrt-land (Gardiner W Comm. pp. 28-9 and 
178-181)• He now feels that the figures of the assessments compel 
the acceptance of the view that these two types of land were of 
better quality. 
has shown, were administered on a similar basis i n "apportioning" domain). 
Stuchevslsy divides his Type C holdings into two olatses, and this division 
of convenience w i l l be followed here. Typo 1 plots are generally larger 
than type IX, and are clearly distinguished from them, since i n T^ ype I after 
the i n i t i a l black figure of^ figures giving the area of the plot, there occur 
two red assessment figures; the f i r s t apparently gives the amount of land 
* Gardiner, W Comrn, page 39* The writer would, hotrever, disagree 
s t r o n g with his note 3 on that page with regard to Text A, 76, 13 
which Gardiner translates "Apportioned for the Vizier Neferronpe, i n 
apportionment for the cultivator PipunaKhte 20, 1 , mo. 1^ " suggesting 
that the " 1 " be amended to 3read "3"« As Gardiner himself says above 
the introductory formulae could be varied for honorific reasons, and 
though i n appearance this entry resembles a combination of Type B and 
e holdings, apart from the more fulsome phraseology to distinguish the 
vizier from ordinary mortals, the entxy i s of the ordinary Typo G, 
In spite of this outward similarity to entries of 5^ ype B, there appears 
no reasonable ground for amending to "3" and thus making the Vizier 
liable to much heavier taxation than his fellows. The reader should 
here be reminded that those Type C entries which deal with lands 
allotted to small shrines, instead of private persons, have a diffea^ent 
and more elaborate introduction, t h o u ^ under exactly the same regimen. 
This i s a timely reminder that where questions of social status enter 
i n , the criterion of form has i t s limitations* 
-f SIPff pages 92-93 • for his discussion of the !l^e C entries. 
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subject to taxation, the second the rate of assessment which i s invariably 
1^ sacks per aroura. I n Tlype IX entries no red assessment figures occur, 
but sometimes a terse comment such as "diy" or " i t was not seen (?)" i s 
added after the black figure. Generally these 3^e I I plots are exceedingly 
small, being measuirad i n "land-cubits" (^t t\) rather than arouras, though 
this i s not invariably so. 
Since entries of -type I I never show aiy assessments, our concern i n 
the stucly which follows w i l l be exclusively with entries of Hie f i r s t type. 
Stuchevsliy, i t should be observed, sees a strong resemblance between these 
entries and "anomalous" entries of Type B. ?or him the f i r s t red figure 
i n such entries as Text A 27, 36 should be understood as being a conversion 
into ^Jjb-land of the f i r s t black figure which he regards as being an area 
of land of a much lower quality than k i y t . When instead of a single black 
figure two occur at the beginning of the assessment between which stands the 
sign which Gardiner transcribes^, this is for Stuchevslcy a sign of con-
version into another quality of land. 
To the present writer these two suppositions seem completely incon^atible, 
since i f the second black figure represents a standard quality of land into 
which the f i r s t i s convesrted, i t seems reasonable to suppose that this 
standard quality must have been one of the three attested elsewhere i n both 
* The widely varying ratios between the two black figures prove f a i r l y 
certainly that one i s really dealing with the conversion of real areas 
of land of greatly different productivity into terms of some stan^rd 
quality. See e.g. A 56, 47 - A 58, 10 & A 95, 39 - A 96, 25. 
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texts of the papyrus. This should logically mean that where there i s no 
conversion sign and only a sin&Le black figure, then this figuz« i s expressed 
i n terms of that same standard quality of land.. Since, moa^ eover, the i n -
variable rate of assessment i s 1^ sacks, i t seems reasonable to suppose 
that the conversion between the two black figures was made into terms of 
ktyt-land not i^b since^thou^ i t i s easy to see how a mechanical scribe 
could write 1^ regularly instead of 3 as the rate of assessment i n a few 
"anomalous" entries of Type B, i t appears unreasonable to believe that 1^ 
could be written i n the extremely numerous Type e entries, i f 3 were really 
meant. I f the fact i s then that the type of land represented i n the black 
figures (or the last black figux« where two occur) was expressed i n terms of 
any one of the loiown standard qualities of land, i t i s plainly impossible 
to suppose that the f i r s t red figure^ which genexuLly varies between 33*3^ 
and ^ of the black figure immediately preceding, could be a conversion of 
the black figure into nfflj-land. since the ratio between kjy t and n^b-land 
i s only 2:1. 93ie reasonable conclusion demanded by the facts seems to be 
that the f i r s t red figure i s that part of the plot i n arouras which was 
subject to taxation at the rate of 1^ sacks. Since Stuchevsky accepts an 
explanati(m of that sort for the second figure of entries of Type B i n Text 
A (following Gardiner), whether the entry be "anomalous" or otherwise, and 
eacplicitly notes a strong parallelism between Types B and G entries (save 
that i n il^ ype G entries generally a lower portion than ^  i s assessed — 
* 
Stuchevsky says this i s always so, but as seen above, this i s not exact), 
i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see why he does not adopt that interpretation here also. 
* SIFW page 93 top. 
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The present writer sees no reason whatever to conqpare Type C entries with 
the "anomalous" entries rather than with the ordinary Type B entries, and 
so i s inclined to regard the f i r s t red figure li k e the black figure as being 
i n kjyt-land. which t a l l i e s well with the recorded rate of assessment. 
I f one supposes with Stuchevslty that these people were what he calls 
"service-tenants", or persons working marginal land more or less at their 
own i n i t i a t i v e , then i t i s not surprising to f i n d that they were allowed 
to keep the vast majority of the produce of their land, and only pay 
l i g h t taxes. 
I t has been noted above that C-entries of !i;ype I I never show assessment 
figures, and i t seems reasonable to suppose that because of the poor quality 
of this land.or the small size of the plots they never paid any form of 
taxation. Gardiner notes, i t i s true, that a few Type I I entries display 
two black figures, and supposes that while one portion paid tax, the other 
did not. Stuchevsliy seems, however, f u l l y j u s t i f i e d i n assuming that since 
no x>ed assessment figures occur, neither portion paid ta!^tion; the 
division would simply be made because the plot was i n two separate portions, 
or devoted to different uses. 
By way of conclusion to Section 3 and the part of this study dealing 
with the specifically economic rather than social, i t w i l l be well to summarize 
what may be gleanied about the period i n which P. Wilbour was written. 
* SIPW page 84. 
+ See SEPW p. 84 where Stuchevsky uses the phrase «^CiA,0'tHfe\<^  JfcVt^^ 
- y^*i^»AAAoJik^^^!f^^ conditional service-tenant of land". 
ji SIPW page 93. 
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Following upon the studies of Gardiner (assisted by R. Faulkner), Fairman 
and Stuohevsky, i t now seems possible to gain a f a i r l y clear idea of the 
system of land tenuis and land administration i n Egypt, at least as far as 
the waqf-lands of the land-owning institutions and khato-land of Pharaoh 
are concerned. Quite clearly as >)?| e^l>t\)^ \Kt] i n Ptolemaic times came 
under the supervision of a special o\Hev6^05 , so these lands were under 
s t r i c t centralized bureaucratic supervision. Section 2 has, however, 
clearly shown that such land by no means formed the whole of Egypt, but 
that, as i n later times, large areas of land existed which were to some 
degree free of this controly t h o u ^ probably no lands were completely free 
,o£ centralized planning. 
I t seems, then, that the key factor for the understanding of the workings 
of the ancient Egyptian economy of our period, as well as an iniportant 
guide to the reasons leading to the decline of Egypt as a major e3q)ansionist 
power i n the JDttheBynasty, may be provided by P, Wilbour i n Gonjunction 
with the other evidence, and this w i l l conqpel the revision of many older 
ideas on the social and p o l i t i c a l history of the times. This subject 
has been considered shortly i n Section 2, but w i l l be studied at greater 
length i n Section 4 , 
A l l that need be said by way of concluding this chapter i s that our 
increasing understanding o£ the way i n which the assessments i n P, Wilbour 
were compiled forces us to admit that a highly developed planned ecanony, 
based on the productivity of land, i s to be envisaged as i n operation under 
the XXth Dynasty, administered by a highly powerful and centralized 
bureaucracy b u i l t up during the New Kingdom, i n so far as i t was not of 
much earlier origin. The problem which has to be considered i s how the 
effete and rather ineffective kingship of the later XXth Ilynasty can be 
reconciled with the continued existence of such a system, which had i n 
the past few centuries peinnitted a tremendous concentration of national 
effort tuider the auspices of the great rulers of the XVIIIth and XlXth 
Dynasties. The probable solution i s , as has been suggested i n Section 2, 
that the departments of state had over the course of the centuries come to 
have an existence independent of the kingship whioh originally they were 
created to serve. Such a phenomenon i s attested many times i n the history 
of kingship i n various lands, including medieval Bxdtain. At the same 
time great families continued to flourish i n Egypt, as they had done 
throughout the New Kingdom, deriving their power and influence from the 
service of the state i n different aspects, administrative, religious, 
militazy. An important change was, however, taking place i n the attitude 
of these great families to the king, i n that as the various departments 
of state became more independent, so did they* The power of these great 
families was not yet centrifugal i n the r e i ^ of Harnesses V, but the 
passing of direct power at the southern capital from the king into the 
hands of hereditary High Priests of Anfin holding also numerous secular 
posts, presaged clearly how i n the next few centuries the interests of 
great families would increasingly take precedence over the national interest, 
and lead to the gradual disintegration of the aaministrative system. 
* This point w i l l be developed more f u l l y i n the next section. 
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SECTION 4 
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF ANCIENT EGYPT FROM THE MIDDLE XXTH DYNASTY 
TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE X2EVTH.. 
In Section 2 the attempt has been made to delineate i n broad outline 
the characteristic features of the ancient Egyptian system, particularly 
as manifested i n our period. The s t r i c t dependence of every other i n s t i -
tution on the i n s t i t u t i o n of monarchy at a l l periods of wise and good 
government has been brought out, though i t i s clear that the worst dangers 
of absolutism were mitigated by the customs of officialdom, which insured 
that the great administrative functionaries had a wide measure of indepen-
dence and discretion within their own fields of activity, Mthou^ i t 
has been seen that household and ten^le industries were probably i n a 
flourishing state during the New Kingdom, and Section 1 has demonstrated 
f a i r l y clearly that the foundations of real international trade were being 
l a i d , Egypt s t i l l depended very largely for i t s prosperity and power on the 
efficient management of i t s large agricultural potentialities, which, with 
the help of the Nile floods, made i t possible to maintain a population huge 
« 
by the standards of the time. 
I n Egypt as elsewhere there are of course no real population statistics f or 
Pharaonic times, but the estimate of Diodorus that i n early Roman times 
there was a population of six million Is l i k e l y to be based on proper 
census figures; the view has been taken that this i s l i k e l y to have 
been less than i n thei Pharaonio period since the prolonged troubles 
of the Ptolemaic period would have led to a decline rather than increase 
i n population. This point cannot of course be treated as certain, 
but i t can be taken that the Pharaonic inhabitants of Egypt were much 
more numerous than the population i n 1800 A.D. I t i s most unlikely 
that with the primitive agricultjaral knowledge of the time any other 
country had an equivalent population u n t i l the Assyrians welded Western 
Asia into one eiqplre. 
Section 3 has passed from the consideration of generalities to detailed 
investigation of the economic data provided by P, Wilbour, and has established 
conclusively that the system of the paternalistic and h i ^ i l y bureaucratic 
centralized monarchy survived into the beginning of our period, not only as 
a survival of a period of great ezpansiotiism based on a stron&Ly militant 
and m i l i t a r i s t i c monarchy, but as an efficient and functioning organization. 
However, i t i s clear that the system demanded to an undue extent that the 
king himself should remain the \iltimate dynamism, and f o r this reason i t was 
liable to f a i l rapidly under even a short succession of weak or ephemeral 
kings* The great danger whioh always lurked behind the scenes was that 
the leading o f f i c i a l s of state would manage to entrench themselves i n the 
various departments, and by intermarriage establish a loose oligarchy 
exez^ing an effective control over the king. In the f i r s t generation such 
people were no more than favourites of the king dependent upon him for 
their promotion and duly respectful, but naturally once their posts became 
more or less hereditary they became less conscious of their duties to the 
king, and more conscious of their own power and iiq[>ortance i n a particular 
area. Where these people held posts of eminence i n great cities such as 
Thebes which was i n maqy ways a second capital, the danger was acute of the 
development of a local aristocracy caring more for family ambitions than 
the welfare of the country as a whole. The Nile made easy communication 
possible between the regions of Egypt, but once the power of Egypt had 
ceased to exert effective control i n the northern Sudan, a condition which 
* the letters of Dhutmose show to have been rapidly coming about i n the last 
years of the XXth Eynasty or the early years of the XXIst, i t was natural 
that the Thebais should revert to i t s old state as a buffer province 
enjoying a great amount of autonomy, as i t had been during the First and 
Second Intermediate Periods, 
I n Section 2 the attempt has been made to trace the growth of the 
feeling of independence of the High Priests of AiriGn at Thebes during the 
XXth Dynasty, whioh the present writer i s inclined to attribute to the lack, 
of i n i t i a t i v e on the part of the kings, vho seem seldom or never to have 
visited Thebes during their r e i ^ s to see what deference or lack of i t was 
being shown on public monuments erected there. I t i s notable that i n the 
great inscription of year 10 of Bao»sses IX, made by the High Priest 
Amenhotpe, the king himself i s not depicted as making the presentation to 
the High Priest, but o f f i c i a l s were sent from the northern capital to act 
on his behalf. I t was not unnatural then that a certain disrespect should 
creep into the attitude of the High Priests, but perhaps their attitude 
amounted to no more than t h i s . 
We have been inclined to consider that the intervention of the King's 
Son of eush Penhasi i n Upper Egypt, which probably brought Thebes vmder 
military government from about year 12 of Ramesses XI to year 19, whether 
or not this intervention was carried out at the request of the king, marked 
the beginning of a new age, during which the Theban principality was a 
* LMi These letters published by J. Cemy are mostly between IDhutmose 
and his family, particularly Buteharaun his son, or great Theban o f f i c i a l s 
such as Piankh son- of Hrihor, 
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military zone under the control of generals whose loyalty to the Crown 
might be frequently suspect. Hitherto i n this work no real study has been 
made of the new state of a f f a i r ^ which this created, and i t w i l l now be 
well b r i e f l y to consider this subject, since though i t i s directly concerned 
with p o l i t i c a l history, i t i s v i t a l to the proper understanding of the 
evolution of the social history of the time, 
Gardiner has recently done much to cut down the High Priests of AidQn 
* 
to their proper size, indeed some may think with the pz^sent writer that 
he has slightly under estimated their real ingpoirtanoe i n Egypt, Gardiner's 
statement that because H l ^ Priests of Aimin i n our period frequently made 
use of a single cartouche they were not necessarily claiming to be Pharaoh 
was certainly very timely, but the corollary Is even more cogent that the 
vexy toleration of the use of any form of cartouche by subjects implied 
that the position of the Crown was greatly enfeebled, and i t s sacred and 
aloof d i ^ i i t y diminished. Such usage of the cartouche had only been 
tolerated at the end of the First and Second Interaediate Pezdods when the 
suzerain-ty of the leading dynasty over a l l Egypt was scarcely even nominal. 
The sweeping statement of von Beckerath that by the time that the Theban 
principality was established, Thebes had played out i t s p o l i t i c a l role i s 
of course an attempt to look through the eye of centuries, and i s thus 
disqualified as a realistic historical observation, Thou^ Thebes and 
* GKP page 304 f f , Also pp. 316-9. 
+ BTT page 102, Von Beckerath here unfortunately indulges i n the somewhat 
unscholarly habit of saying that a l l the history of Egypt after a 
selected date i s InsigQlficant after the end of what he regards as the 
great period. 
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with i t the whole of the ancient Egyptian system was becoming somewhat 
a symbol of the past, certainly many more centuries were to pass before 
Thebes ceased to be one of the most important cities of Egypt, and i t i s 
clear that the Theban Hi£^ Priests were of outstanding importance among 
the highest Egyptian o f f i c i a l s . 
The letters published by tevay, with regard to the scribe of the tomb 
Dhutmose and his family for the most part, give a graphic impression of 
the real state of affairs at Thebes at the extreme end of the XXth Eynasty 
or the commencement of the XXIst, Comparison of the formulae of different 
letters makes the position absolutely dear. In one the scribe Butehamun 
son of Dl^tmose addresses the r e a l ruler of Thebes, Piankh the son of 
Hrihor, i n the most cowering terms by his f u l l t i t l e s , "Fanbearer on the 
Right of the King, Royal Scribe, General, First Prophet of Amenrasraather, 
King's Son of Cush, Superintendent of Southern Lands, Superintendent of 
Granaries of the Granaries of Pharaoh, Piankh, Crovemor of the Bowmen of 
Pharaoh", Elsewhere when Piankh himself sends letters, he refers to him-
self simply as "General of Pharaoh", showing clearly that except i n fulsome 
o f f i c i a l descriptions his character as a military man overshadowed every-
thing else. I t would plainly be a mistake to think of such a p o l i t i c a l 
and military figure as i n any real sense the priestly ruler of a theocracy. 
* J, Ifemy, Late Ramesside Letters (Bibliotheoa Aegyptiaca 9) 
Henceforth abbreviated iJMi. (see Bibliography) 
+ Pap, B. M. 10375 lines 1-3, published URL page 44, 
/ See e.g. P. B l b l , Nat. 196, I , and P. Bibl, Nat. V, published jML page 35. 
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though Piankh was High Priest of Asam for the influence that i t conveyed. 
The letters make i t quite dear that at this time Piankh had moved south 
into Nubia with an arny i n an atteo^t to subdue the region whioh seems to 
have revolted some years before, perhaps, as Gardiner suggests, under the 
leadership of Fenhasi who while being King^ Son of Gush had for a time 
taken over the governorship of Thebes, Among the requests of Piaidth i s 
one for the provisions for his Meshwesh soldiers, and there are references 
to Shel^den, proving that the Theban amy of this time was much like a l l the 
armies of the late New Kingdom, an Egyptian array heavily strengthened by 
soldiers of toreiga origin. I t has been frequently stated that i n a l l 
probability the colony of Eibyan soldiers at Thebes was not founded u n t i l 
the extremely late date of the beginning of the XXVIth Dynas-ty, but the 
above mentioned passages seem to prove f a i r l y conclusively that Thebes at 
this time already had i t s share of alien soldiery. This was not unnatural 
since the armies guarding the south always played an important part i n the 
defence of Egypt. There i s clear evidence,which Gardiner c i t ^ s , that 
Piankh had l i t t l e real li^yalty to the Pharaoh of the time, and regarded 
the amy at Thebes as i n some sense a private amy. 
* W page 313. 
+ IfiL page 35, P. Bibl. Nat. 196, I , line 4 . 
/i mj page 45 . , Pap. B. M. 10375; line 1 1 , 
GMS pages 33-34 for a f u l l statement of this view, 
/ G^ page 314. 
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The evidence seems thus to j u s t i f y the belief that'already at the 
beginning of the XXIst dynasty the king was i n some sense primus inter 
pares among the. leaders of Egypt, though Smendes seems to have been able 
to make his influence strongly f e l t at Thebes, and his conteniporary Piankh 
never uses even the single cartouche, the outward symbol of high aspirations. 
Meanwhile, the continued existence of a local dynasty at Thebes was 
guaranteed by i t s control of a considerable degree of armed force, perhaps 
comparable to that of the king, whose military strength may well have been 
« 
derived from forces provided by other local dynasts. Von Beckerath assumes 
that already i n the late XXth dynasty local Libyan mllltazy dynasts existed 
in the western Delta, and this view finds strong support from the stela of 
Hazpason which apparently traces back the ancestors of the Libyan XXIInd 
Dynasty for six generations before this family attained the throne, Fx>om 
this i t would appear clear that f o r several generations right t h r o u ^ the 
XXIst Dynasty, one Libyan family had been hereditary military governors of 
Heracleopolis, as well as holding the local chief priesthood, and other 
evidence shows them establishing marital ccnmections with the high priestly 
house of Meinphls and ultimately with the royal house of the XXIst Dynas-ty 
which they were to succeed. The Sheshonq St^la makes i t quite clear that 
Sesonohls I had "messengers of the great ohief of Meshwesh" comparable to 
the messengers of the king even before his accession, and gives the strong 
impressl<si that Heraoleopolls at that time was i n almost every way a state 
within a state, — — ««» 
* BTT pages 79-80, 
+ BAR IV, page 395, 
/ Most recently published i n JEA 27, page 83ff. by A, M. Blackman who 
identifies the Sheshonq of the inscription with Sesonchis I . 
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Gardiner i s inclined to treat i t as idthout real significance when 
Pinudjem, the son of the general Piankh, alone of a l l the H i ^ Priests of 
Xhebes frequently uses the royal t i t u l a r y i n i t s f u l l form with hoth a 
proper prenomen and nomen (unlike his grandfather §rihor who showeA no 
proper prenomen, hut only the name of his office enclosed i n a cartouche). 
The present writer believes, however, that this i s a clear indication that 
while s t i l l resident at Ihehes, Pinudjem was recognized by his Tanite 
contemporary, probably Psusennes I , as co-regent and prospective successor 
to the throne at Tanis, This acceptance of a powerful military leader 
as his destined successor by Psusennes I would be f u l l y i n accord with 
the close relationship which i s known to have existed between the r u l i n g 
families of Thebes and Tanis, and comparable both with the way i n which 
Psusennes I I i n the absence of a male heir seems to have selected Sesonchis I 
as his successor, and the way i n which Hareoiheb, also childless, seems to 
have chosen Bamesses I and Sethis I as his eventual successors* Unfortun-
ately the sinfrLe block discovered by Montet at Te^s bearing the name of 
Pinudjem as king of a l l Egypt i s not i n i t s e l f conclusive proof of this 
interpretation of events* The present writer believes that after a 
* See particularly page 317 f o r the statement of Gardiner's most 
recent views on the relationship between the High Priests of M k i and 
the kings at Tanis, nAiioh are simply that at a l l times the Tanite 
sovereigns were recognized as the sole legitimate Pharaohs, and no more 
kings were of Theban extraction* 
+ Bull* de I ' I n s t i t u t francais d' Egyptologie. April 1951. page 29-30. 
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co-regentqr lasting at least e i ^ t years and probably somewhat longer during 
which Pinudjem resided at Thebes and carried out works there, Pinudjem 
moved to T ^ i s as sole king of Sgypt, leaving the post of H i ^ Priest of 
M b f i r d t to his son Masaherta, and then after the latter's death to 
another em Uenkheperz'e* 
Other interpretations have frequently been made of the evidence now 
cited, but the style of the great inscription of MenkheperreJ the Higji 
Priest of \Amtm, the son of Pinudjem, seems to suggest strongly that there 
was some real difference i n status between the position of MenkheperxS*' 
himself and his father Pinudjem I , I n this inscription Meiikheperi:%''does 
not himself use even the single cartouche (which he rarely uses at a l l 
except at SI Hiba), but refers to his father explicitly as king. The 
insor^ition i s dated singly i n year 23 of an unnamed king; but, i n the 
absence of aay reference to any king but Plnudjem I , i t can only be consid-
ered extremely attractive on a p r i o r i grounds to attribute this date to his 
r e i ^ i f possible. I f this scheme i s correct, i t would appear that 
Pinudjem reigned at least liO years, including his co-regency with his 
Tanite predecessor, while the H i ^ Priest Kenkheperi'e*'lived on a few years 
into the reign of another king, presumably Amenope, who was perhaps his 
elder brother. The fact that both Pinudjem I and Menkheperre^ 'made a 
stronghold at El Hiba on the extreme northern l i m i t of the Theban sphere 
of influence, shows clearly their interest i n events i n the north, and 
• Translated BAH IV, page 317-320. The inscription i s dated to year 25 
of an unnamed reign. 
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reminds one i r r e s i s t i b l y of the king* s am and High Priest of AmOn Osorkon, 
son of Takelot I I of the next age, who seems to have mads this his refuge 
when driven from Thebes "by p o l i t i c a l trouble. I t certainly appears clear 
from the inscription mentioned above that the period of office of 
Uenkheperx'S^also had i t s p o l i t i c a l and probably military troubles i n f u l l 
measuz>e. 
In the above paragraphs the purely p o l i t i c a l history of the earlier 
part of our period has been discussed at length, thou^ the aim throughout 
this treatise has been to use the study of p o l i t i c a l events for the better 
understanding of social and economic developments, since i t seemed that only 
by doing this could the gradual but definite and basic change affecting 
the Egyptian state at that time be properly understood. The present writer 
has maintained the opinion i n many places i n this treatise that the older 
views on changes i n the Egyptian state structure simplify the picture to 
an ttndue extent. The prosperity and good government of Egypt depended not 
so much on the ruler possessing absolute control over every single thing 
that happened, as on a proper balance between the royal authority and the 
legitimate independence which o f f i c i a l s could be permitted to enjoy without 
harm to the state. Under a line of strong rulers this balance could be 
achieved and maintained, even i f the state took a f eudalistic character 
(e.g. Under the early part of the X l l t h I^ynasty), and even i f certain very 
in^ortant offices were moire or less hex^ditary (e,g. The vizierate near the 
comaencement of the XVIIIth Pynas'fy), Undoubtedly, however, the state 
administration was much more stable when the independence of functionaries 
was curtailed by the fact that h i ^ office and promotion depended i n the 
last resort on a measure of royal goodwill rather than on inherited rights 
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or other claims* There was a continual danger of c i v i l war and the collapse 
of central authority i f powerful subjects controlling their own forces, 
and no more than formally dependant on the king for their positions, were 
i n a situation to exert pressure on the monarch, and subvert the nortnal 
working of the administrative machine* I t has been shown dearly that 
such persons had emerged by the end of the XXth Dya&aty, and the shadowy 
rulers of the XXIst seem to have taken the view that i t was better to 
co-exist with great military magnates, winning their goodwill by inter-
marriage, than to a t t ^ t to suppress their independence* 
The early XXIInd .lynasty kings are much better known to us from 
monuments, and appear to have been able to control effectively a l l the 
other persoxmages among their subjects from the reign of Sesonchis I u n t i l 
that of Osorkon I I * However, by the time this family came to the throne 
the system of great feudal f i e f s had become so engrained that the XXIInd 
%nasty, who seem to have modelled themselves s t r i c t l y on existing Egyptian 
practice because they were conscious of their alien origin, made no attempt 
to suppress them, but simply replaced the old ruling house at Thebes by 
scions of the new c^asty* HeraoleopoliS'which had been the original seat 
of the XXIInd Dynasty became a f i e f f o r younger sons of the family, and at 
Memphis the old family of H i ^ Priests, which was closely coimeoted to the 
new kings by marriage and allegiance, was allowed to continue i n off ice 
u n t i l the reign of Osorkon H* During the early years of the Dynasty 
such an arrangement seems to have worked well, but the d i f f i c u l t y rapidly 
emerged that the sons of holders of such f i e f s were naturally desirous of 
claiming their rights under Egyptian custom and succeeding to their father's 
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position* When this was allowed i t frequently happened that the holders 
began to show signs of seeking \mdue independence. The disastrous f i l l i p 
which the family policy of Osorkon I I gave to the feelings of importance 
and independence of the great families i s well-known and has been mentioned 
already at the end of Section 2, and there i s no need to consider i t again 
here* 
To conclude our study of the social structure of ancient Egypt i t w i l l 
now be necessary to extend the survey so as to consider the economic basis 
on which the social structure rested* The writer has already expressed 
the view Above that, though the outward form of the Egyptian state system 
social and economic changed only very gradually and within certain l i m i t s , 
cez*tain subtle changes did i n fact take place which are very interesting 
and worthy of study* 
When i n Sections 2 and 3 we were studying P. Wilbour we saw that 
portions of the wagf-domains of gods and secular institutions were apportioned 
among small-^ol^z's trom. a l l kinds of professions, including priests, 
soldiers, and a few slaves. I t was noticed that a similar system vras s t i l l 
followed i n Ptolemaic times whereby the vast majority of the aray were 
allotted plots of land for their own maintenance when not on active service. 
Generally speaking the social status of ordinary soldiers appears to have 
been comparatively low at the period of P. Wilbour, and most of the soldiers 
would seem to have had to be content with three arouras per head, thou^ 
the foreign Sherden auxiliaries, who were perhaps ^ l i t e troops, frequently 
held five arouras apiece. So far as one can judge, i t was usual for the 
holdings of soldiers to be widely dispersed throughout the countryside. 
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From Herodotus i t would appear clear that i n the centuries intervening 
between the end of the "S'&K Kingdom and his own age the social position of 
the military class had considerably advanced i n relation to the other 
classes of Egj^tian society. The more or less hereditary character of the 
class had come to the fore, and there were a number of regular military 
colonies almost a l l lying i n the northern part of Egypt apart from a single 
colony at Thebes* Apparently the two divisions of the ax<ny, the Hermotybies 
and Calasiries, were entitled to a f i r s t and automatic share i n a l l lands 
allocated and each soldier received a regulation portion of twelve arouras 
of land, From the remarks of Herodotus in the same place i t would appear 
o&rt&±a. that the other classes s t i l l enjoyed the right to hold apportioned 
domain on the great estates, but their claims took second place to those of 
the military, and their holdings were probably smaller. Probably the rather 
depressed economic condition of the anny at the end of the New Kingdom had 
arisen as the result of centuries of almost continual internal peace, 
Egyptian model letters dwell with depressing frequency on the horrors of 
being a soldier i n a foreign and hostile land. The rise i n the economic 
and social status of the soldier must be directly traceable to continued 
internal unrest and the growth of private armies whose loyalties had to be 
* Herodotus I I , 162^^, 
+ See for example Anastasi I I I , 5,5 - 6,2 (which i s closely matched by 
numerous parallel texts). The letters to Dhutmose who was supplying 
provisions to the army i a the Sudan, show that his family were acutely 
conscious of the dangers of the military l i f e , as well as their utter 
dependence on his safe return. 
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purchased with the g i f t of largesse, as well as to the threat of foreign 
invasion which always overshadowed Eg/pt towards the end of our period and 
after i t , when Egypt had to endure the humiliating escpexdenoe of the 
restoration of order and unity by the Cushltes, whose land had long been a 
mere province of the Egyptian empire. 
The position of the lesser f o l k then does not appear to have changed 
materially during the period under study, save that, as was natural i n the 
frequently troubled character of the age, the economic status of soldiers 
seems to have become much higher* The changing t i t l e s of the XXIInd dynasty 
personages of Thebes which no longer mention the funerary teinples of the 
New Kingdom kings, can only suggest that some gradual liquidation of their 
lands was taking place at th i s stage, while no doubt a substantial portion 
of their revenues had been diverted to other purposes within a decade or 
two of their foundation* However, there is plenty of evidence from 
throughout our period that the kings continued to think i t right to make 
donations of land to the gods, and so there seems no reason to suppose that 
the amount of "sacred land" i n Egypt underwent any substantial diminution 
. during the Late Period. The Petition of PetiSee from a somewhat later 
date gives a graphic i l l u s t r a t i o n of the ways i n which even i n insecure 
times, the priesthoods of temples could secure the safety of their lands 
* See e.g. Donation iatela year 19, Sesonchis V (Okheperre' ) publ. 
W. M. Mflller, Egyptological Researches, plate 88, page 55., or two 
donation stelae of year 10 of Peftjaudibaste publ. by G. Daressy i n 
ASAE XVII. p. 43, and ASAE XXI p. 138 f f , 
+ PetiSse 16, 9 - 18, 4 (P. Eylands IX) 
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by playing one magnate off against another. Moreover, at least some of 
the kings of the XXIInd dynasty seem to have followed the practice of 
# 
building funerary temples of their own which would have needed endowment 
lands. There appears no doubt whatever that within the waqf lands of the 
various institutions some of the land continued to be allotted into small 
plots on a more or less hereditary basis. 
Similarly the positioa of the great administrators of land does not 
appear to have undergone any great alteration at least i n theory, but 
i t i s dear that i n practice there had been a noticeable change closely 
connected with the nature of the tenure of officje i t s e l f . In the New 
Kingdom as later, as has been mentioned above i n various places, the x d ^ t 
to admirdster domains on the great estates, whether worked by servants of 
the temples or made available to private individuals, appears to have stood 
i n a close relationship to the holding of iniportant public office, whether 
religious or secular. I t appears that i n a state-capitalist country lik e 
ancient Egypt the ruling classes were inevitably the only persons to hold 
large areas of land, ^ r j j i g the New Kingdom, however, apart from survivals 
into the XVIIIth l ^ a s t y from the Second Intermediate Period, when the 
position of the kingship seems to have been extremely weak i n relation to 
other offices, few posts were i n any sense hereditary, though as usual 
important officers managed to provide posts of substantial emolument for 
their sons, IHxring the Late Period, though few offices were inevitably 
* The great Gebel-es-Silsileh Inscription of Sesonchis I among others 
refers to such a temple i t would appear, as other inscriptions seem 
to do also, (see earlier note). 
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or completely hereditary, there appears no doubt that, generally speaking, 
a son considered i t his right to succeed his father i n office, no matter 
how important the function might be. I n the case of the very higihest 
office p o l i t i c a l considerations frequently proved sufficiently pov/erful to 
stop this happexdng, but the principle remained strong. 
The inevitable result of this outlook was that i n practice the lands 
which were customarily administered by the holder of a particular post came 
to resemble a family possession much more closely than lands simply admini-
stered on behalf of a particular temple or of the king. There i s no 
reason, nevertheless, to doubt that normally the l i n k between the tenure of 
high office and the right to hold large areas of land remained strong. 
The Petition of Petiise shows that even at the era of the XXVIth Ljynasty, 
when foreign influence was becoming strong, i f a man was deprived of his 
* 
office, he was automatically deprived of the emoluments that went with i t . 
The Ewerot Stela i s more d i f f i c u l t to intezpret since we are not f u l l y aware 
of what functions the son of the High Priest Khamwise i n fact f u l f i l l e d , 
though one may be sure that he had several posts, but i t i s clear that 
although Ewerot* s son received a perpetual endowment, the lands i n question 
continued to form part of the estate of AniQn as they had done at the time 
when king Osorkon I , the father of Ewerot, presented them to him, 
Furthermore there i s no reason whatever to suppose that the strips of land 
mentioned formed an unitary farmj instead they were probably scattered 
portions of land from which Khamwise received part of the revenues, while 
* Petiese 15, 3 - 11, 
+ A. Erman i n 35 pages 19 - 24. &. Legrain transcription p. I3 - 16, 
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the priests who actually worked them received another part, and so 
presumably did the owning temple of Amfiin* There can be no doubt that, 
i n fact i f not formally, the continued possession of these lands by 
Khamwise was dependent on the duratioi of the power of his family* 
The point has now been reached when i t i s necessary to sum up what 
has been established with regard to the econoiqy of ancient Egypt, and 
the social structure which depended upon i t * I t would be d i f f i c u l t to 
describe the system s t i l l i n f u l l operation at the beginning of the period 
under study more succinctly or comprehensively than to include the New King-
* 
dom system also i n Bostovtzeff' s words concerning the Ptolemaic period, 
"The economic system was inspired by one motive, the 
organization of production, with the main purpose of making the State, i n 
other words the king, rich and powerful* A l l the energies of the people 
were concentrated on this principal object. Every one was required to 
work f i r s t and foremost for the State, according to a plan devised by the 
government, carefully worked out by the administration, and s t r i c t l y enforced 
by a l l kinds of sanctions, material responsibility and personal responsibility 
being judiciously combined." In the foregoing pages the attenqpt has been 
made to give a balanced evaluation of the ancient Egyptian system of economic 
control, without bestowing undue praise or condemnation, as i t existed under 
the New Kingdom and at the beginning of our period* Any appraisal of the 
value of the system i s bound to be essentially subjective to a considerable 
extent, since many of the economic problems of policy that the ancient 
Egyptians faced are perennial, and s t i l l have to be solved today* Indeed 
for better or worse there seems no doubt that modem societies i n both 
* Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World* Volume 1, p. 316* 
East and West are at present moving rapidly away from the idea of a free 
econoDiy motivated largely by the capitalism of individuals, to favour a 
system of state capitalism, or capitalism motivated by giant companies, 
which are almost written into the structure of government, within the 
framework of controls physical or indirect. 
Provided that the goverzunental system was not too inefficient or 
corrupt the idea of large administrative units and the country-wide planning 
of production, agricultural and manufacturing, had much to commend i t , as 
did the ccmcentration of a l l power i n the country into the hands of a small 
governing class, which directly or indirectly administered almost a l l the 
resources of the country, making possible the maintenance of internal 
organization and a consistent policy of external imperialism, aimed at 
external dominance, though not at thorou^ conquest. The weaknesses of 
the system were almost as great as i t s merits, however, and did much to 
counterbalance i t s theoretical excellence. The profoundest and most 
inevitable weakness was that whatever restraining ordinances the kings 
* 
might issue, the system was run by (and for practical purposes almost on 
behalf of) a small class which was i n a position to see to i t s own welfare 
even at the expense of the rest of the population. I t was a l l very well 
to make of f i c i a l s personally and materially responsible for the delivery 
of a fixed amount of tax, but i t was always the easiest thing i n the wo£rld 
f o r h i ^ o f f i c i a l s to make up any deficiencies i n the year of a poor hardest 
* See the Kamak Decree of Haremheb, published by W. Helck i n MS 80, 
page 109-136. The Revenue Laws of Philadelphus, and P. Tebtynis 703 
appear to be similar regulations of conduct. 
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* 
by practising extortion on the peasants or their own subordinates, and 
possibly leaving them to starve. As a result of this characteristic of 
the Egyptian system the incentives of the producing classes were practically 
n i l , and their purchasing capacity very small, which meant that a prolonged 
period of firm central government and control l i k e the New Kingdom could 
very easily lead, not to a better general standard of l i v i n g , but to apathy 
and stagnation* In ponsequence the producing classes would be resentful 
and sullen, and land which could be cultivated would tend to be abandoned* 
Seen i n this context the Strike Papyri show that at the beginning of 
our period there was a considerable degree of feeling against a government 
which was not only distant and impersonal, but also lacked the j u s t i f i c a t i o n 
of being e f f i c i e n t . Plainly the Egyptian system had by stages become top-
heavy and over-centralized, and there was a definite need for more delegation 
of powers to local o f f i c i a l s . To this extent the changes lander the later 
XXth and XXIst dynasties were necessary and inevitable. 
Another great and inevitable weakness of the bureaucratic system was 
that the leading agents of governmental control could very easily become 
local dynasts i n their own right, and part of the gradual collapse of the 
structure of government i s to be explained i n that way* The danger 
became more acute when the kings of the XXIst, and more particularly of the 
XXIInd Dynasty, instead of replacing provincial dynasts by mere of f i c i a l s 
dependent on the throne, decided to t r y to purchase the loyalty of these 
injjortant offices by installing relatives of their own as incumbents: 
* P. Sallier 1. 6, 5ff* 
+ Published i n facsimile by Pleyte and Rossi. Papyrus de Turin. Plates 
35-48* I n transcription i n RAD pp* 45-60. For translation and a short 
commentary see W. Edgerton i n JNES 10, p. 137 . 
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the inevitable effect was the reverse of what had been intended, namely 
that many of these collateral feudal branches of the royal house rapidly 
began to claim some of the outward symbols of royalty. 3?he position of 
these local worthies was even stronger i n that the national amy of the 
New Kingdom had become completely regionalized, and each of them had at his 
command what amounted to a private anny. Ultimately the continued existence 
of these rivals, many of v/hom f o r t i f i e d their position by possession of the 
local priesthoods and thus by the control of a great part of the land i n 
their areas, meant the complete dissolution of the kingdom under the later 
XXIInd Dynasty. Teffiakhte, despot of Sais, t r i e d to seize a l l Egypt from 
the north, while the kings of Cush rapidly spread a l l over Egypt from the 
south, thou^ their control of the north was never very secure. By the 
end of our period the centrifugal tendencies within Egypt were almost spent, 
and from the ruins of the Libyan feudal monarchy, a new xmified national 
state could emerge,' 
SECTION 5. CONCLUSIONS. 
A study of this kind would not be complete without some attempt being 
made to summarize the main points of importance and interest which have 
emerged i n trying to t i e down the various threads of evidence. In the 
following brief exegesis i t i s hoped to show clearly and simply the main 
facets of the Egyptian economic and social structure as i t has emerged from 
these researches. Anyone having any acquaintance with Egyptology appreciates 
the extraordinary quality of permanence and ohangelessness that the Egyptian 
a r t i s t i c schools attained early i n the Old Kingdom, and maintained'with 
but slight adaptations throughout the rest of ancient Egyptian history, 
and the same i s undoubtedly true of the main institutions of state l i k e 
the kingship which persisted on traditional lines. The period i n which 
ancient Egyptian economic and social practice i s under intensive study i n 
this thesis i s comparatively short and f a l l s late i n the course of that 
c i v i l i z a t i o n , and the changes studied here have been the minor and subtle, 
tsut nevertheless interesting, adaptations broughb about by the end of the 
imperial aspirations and status of the New Kingdom monarchs, not startling 
new innovations; but i n order to allow the nature of the ancient controlled 
economy as an integral and essential part of the whole structure of the 
Egyptian state to emerge clearly, i t has been necessary to emphasize again 
and again that, l i k e so much else i n Egypt, the beginnings of the economic 
system were coeval with the f i r s t uixification of Egypt under the rule of 
one king. The kings of the Old Kingdom rapidly developed from t r i b a l 
chiefs into the god-kings of a higly organized and mature ci v i l i z a t i o n , 
who had at their command a l l the energies of their subjects and watched 
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over the welfare of the Egyptian people both i n religious matters and the 
wore prosaic matters of economic organization. As mentioned above, the 
inscription of Meten shows that already under the early IVth Dynasty much 
of Egypt was administered as estates more or less closely dependent on the 
king. As a result of this concentration of p o l i t i c a l and economic power 
in the hands of the state authorities i n this early formative period of 
Egyptian c i v i l i z a t i o n , the view became general that economic l i f e must 
revolve around the in s t i t u t i o n of kingship, and not even the various periods 
of national decline, when the kingship was weak or divided, could shake this 
fundamental l i n k between officialdom and the control of economic affairs. 
The bureaucratic structure of the central administration i n the Middle 
Kingdom was, as Helck has shown i n many place i n WNR. much more complicated, 
and divided into more specialized departments, than was the case i n the New 
Kingdom, This need not mean, however, that the control, over the econony 
which the authorities were able to exercise i n the later period was less 
effective or thorou^. In at least the earlier part of the Middle Kingdom 
i t would appear probable that there was only one vizier i n office at any 
one time, though this cannot be regarded as certain, whereas i n the New 
Kingdom i t would appear certain that there were almost always at least two, 
one stationed at Thebes, the other resident i n the north either at Memphis 
or the royal capital which lay i n the eastern Delta from the early XlXth 
Iiynasty, The administration of Nubia was entrusted to a King's Son of Cush, 
a function which did not exist during the Middle Kingdom, This increased 
regionalization of the administration made i t less necessary to have compli-
cated departmental divisions i n the machinery of government, but there can be 
l i t t l e doubt from the data of P. Wilbour that the reduced governmental staff 
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were helped out by the use of o f f i c i a l s whose main duties lay to the land-
owning waqfs. mostly temples, which seem to have gained a much greater 
importance i n the econony of the New Kingdom than they had held at any 
earlier period. One may suppose with the greatest verisimilitude that 
the High Priests and Stewards of Amun, i n addition to acting as supervisors 
of large quantities of land outside the estate of Anffin, had an important 
voice i n determining the allocation of the national sowing-order, and the 
texts i n the Tomb of Rekhmire*'show that already i n the XVIIIth Dynasty the 
granary administration of Amun stood i n dose connection with the vizier's 
eidministration at Thebes, I t should, however, be pointed out that mary 
of the Texts i n the vizier tonibs of the middle XVIIIth Dynasty appear to be 
t r a d i t i o n d , and were perhaps drawn up under the petty princelets of the 
Theban XVIIth Dynasty: plainly the highly patriarchal and single situation 
described i n these texts no longer existed under the Theban empire — kings 
l i k e Tuthmosis I and I I I , who frequently resided at Memphis or campaigned 
i n Asia, codd not have had daily conferences with the Theban vizier thou^ 
no doubt they kept i n close touch with developments inside Egypt, 
The perpetuation of the age-old system whereby the king and the 
administieative classes were the only literate persons who possessed lands 
or accumulated c a p i t d (private holdings given by royd grant like that of 
Mes seem to have been rare and of limited extent) meant that d l commercid 
ventures depended very largely on the i n i t i a t i v e of the kingship. I t also 
meant that when, as happened i n the period under study, the tempord power 
of the kingship faltered, the bureaucrats who were responsible to the king 
» Davies, Tomb of RekhmirS\ The son of the Vizier who was an o f f i c i a l i n the 
teazle of Amtin i s shown working under the direction of his father. This 
wodd seem perhaps too specific to be merely a copy of a late Midde Kingdom 
scene. 
for the effioient management of the contz>olled eoonon^ y were so deeply 
entrenched i n control of the regional administrations that there was no 
more than a marginal tendency for individuals to use the opportunity to 
shake off the control of officialdom or of the great oorposraitions, which 
were generally sufficiently wealthy or respected to look after their own 
interests even in times of disorder* In these circvunstances naturally 
the close nexus hetween position in the administration and the right to 
hold property and undertake commercial ventures was fully maintained, 
and there was l i t t l e tendency for the growth of any form of Individual 
capitalism* 
The great change which Egyptian society \uiderwent at the end of the 
New Kingdom did not therefore concern so much the economic system as the 
method whereby i t s administrators held office* 0uring the New Kingdom 
there had naturally been families of officials who had managed to maintain 
great influence for generations, and to transmit the same office from one 
generation to another, "but there can he no doubt that this prooeduj?e was 
comparatively rare, and i t would be generally true to say that, during the 
imperial period of the New Kingdom, office, at least of the highest rank, 
was hot primarily hereditary. During the Iiate Period, however, the reverse 
seems generally to have been true, and, though probably the theoretical 
status of office in the state or local administration as something given 
by the king had not changed, even the greatest offices often in practice 
became heritable in the same family for several generations. This growth 
of a local aristocracy, having at i t s command both military force and 
priestly respectability, struck at the very heart of royal power, namely 
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the ability of the king to control promotion to high office, and obliged 
the kings of the XXI st and XXIIud Dynasties to indulge i n a oon^lioated 
game of political intrigue designed to maintain royal influence by marital 
connections with some great families, replacing political luidesirables by 
close relatives of the royal family, playing one person off against another, 
and trying where possible to prevent the hereditary principle of succession 
to office from operating, for i t was seen that this would lead to the oon^lete 
subversion of the power of the kings, as in fact i t eventually did in the 
late XXIInd Dynasty, Ihe chaa^ acter of ancient Egypt as a purely state-
capitalist country does not seem to have been affected by the political 
upheavals of the time, and when national unity was at length f u l l y restored 
irnder the XXVIth Dynasty the monarcljy preserved i t s old socio-economic 
as well as purely political character. Basically the system of state 
enterprise and planning and of great landed waqfs was maintained in f u l l 
operation until the Roman period, 
Where appropriate the present writer has been inclined to take the 
wider view, and regard the ancient Egyptian escperiment in ordered social 
and economic living as of the greatest importance to the general history 
of economic thou^t and practice - a position from which i t has frequently 
been excluded throu^ the ignorance displayed by most modem economists 
about pre-dassioal times. Generally a very sympathetic view has been 
taken of this f i r s t experiment in the large scale organization of society, 
\vhose very permanence goes far to show to what an extent i t satisfied the 
real needs of the Egyptians, and which was probably the only form of socio-
eoononiic planning that could have functioned in the then state of human 
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developraent. The reader's attention has been drawn, however, to the fact 
that the ancient Egyptian government, as a l l other totalitazdan regimes 
depending on the implementation of planning from the top by a bureaucracy, 
was unable to resolve the fundamental contradiciion between the idea of an 
all-powerful and controlling bureaucracy, and an administration responsible 
and sympathetic to the rest of the population. As a result the doctrine 
of maintaining the power of the state could very easily become an excuse 
for turning the country into a benefit society for the scribes, and 
exploiting the peasants in the name of the king* There was not, however, 
in Pharaonic times the incentive to oppression that the racial and 
cultural differences between the governing and the governed presented in 
Ptolemaic times, and probably a good standard of official rectitude and 
competence was usually maintained* Everyone Imew that a surly and 
rebellious peasantry who would go on strike or murder offensive officials 
certainly did nothing to render the bureaucrat* s task easy or make the king 
rich and pov/erful, and probably the edicts of the kings and. the customary 
heritage of law and tradition which allowed the bureaucracy to maintain 
its peculiarly pervasive power in Egypt also prescribed definite limits 
to the way in which this power could be used. 
Economic and social histories must from their very nature tend to 
give a jaundiced and mechanistic view of historical development, in terms 
of vmiversal trends rather than in terms of innumerable cross-currents, 
but the present writer has been aasxious to stress that, although ±a. the 
Late Ramesside period there was undoubtedly a general reaction away from 
the extreme absolutism and centralism that Harnesses I I had practised, the 
individual weakness or ineffectuality of the later Eamesside kings, not 
an inexorable economic and political fate, played a vexy large part in 
bringing to an end the higjh international status which Egypt enjoyed during 
the New Kingdom, Similarly i t was not inevitable that the Egyptian state 
should takd on the undesirably feudal character that i t assumed under the 
XXIst Dynasty, even i f i t was purely a natural and healthy reaction for 
officials to win a greater measure of administrative independence from 
the Grown, 
As a study of social history this thesis has had largely to dispense 
with such reference to the characters and aims of the personnages involved 
as would be thought essential in any modem social history, since the 
reticence of the Egyptian monuments is almost absolute with re^rd to 
matters of this kind, and i t would be totally unscholarly to turn Egyptology 
into a branch of fiction. Nevertheless, fuller appreciation of historical 
events, which have been here sketched as a baokoloth to the study of social 
and economic factors, provides much information which makes the outlook and 
ambitions of the great men of the time cleaarer. One can easily see the 
motives which led Hrihor, who could well see the extreme weakness of the 
central government and was vexy conscious of his new importance, to usurp a l l 
the hi^-sounding titles that he could possibly claim, in the belief that 
this woul.d consolidate the politioal situation at Thebes as well as strengthen 
his own position. Similarly the motives which led Harpason to trace his 
aristocratic and royal family-tree back for twenty-two generations in the 
Serapeum, as ruin closed around the old official families which surrounded 
the XXIInd Dynasty, can be easily conjectured. 
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